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ABSTRACT
The aim of ihis study was to identify and develop an understanding of those aspects of 
clinical supervision which particularly contribute to its effectiveness.
In using supervisees as subjects, this study moved away from the prevailing approach to 
supervision which is frequently discussed from the point of view of supervisors.
Issues in the literature concerned the nature and importance of the relationship between 
supervisors and supervisees. A debate about whether supervision should be didactic or 
experiential was also explored. A third approach, which takes the complexity of the 
supervisory situation into account without being reductionistic, was put forward. Trans­
ference, countertransference, the reflection and parallel processes, which are central to the 
practice of supervision within psychoanalytic and psychodynamic perspectives, were 
discussed.
Eight subjects, all beginner supervisees in an M.A. Clin. Psych, course, were interviewed 
about their experience of supervision, The data from the interviews were then organised 
into categories of experience. Two clinical psychologists, who acted as assessor, lis­
tened to a random sample of the audiotaped interviews and confirmed the validity of the 
Identified categories.
The data showed that supervisees feel very inadequate and dependent at the beginning of 
their training. They require structure and containment which can be provided not only 
through emotional reassurance but also through clear and consistent didactic input. This 
finding ctaatly did not accord with the didactic/expcricntial dichotomy in the literature.
Recommendations were made, including the fact that supervisees might benefit from 
their own psychotherapy; that the transference and countenransfercnce processes should 
be pointed out from tlie start, and that the impact of continuity and consistency of super­
visors and their theoretical approaches should be carefully explored. Providing more 
feedback to supervisees was also recommended.
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CHAPTER ONE
AIMS
The main nim of ihc present study is to Identify and describe those aspects of the clinical 
supervision experience which, from Uie point of view of supervisees, most account for its 
effectiveness.
In the present study clinical supervision refers to the exploratory and advisory sessions 
that take place between experienced psychotherapists md trainee psychotherapists who 
meet regularly to discuss the iraim-es'/supcrvisecs' experiences with their patterns.
During supervision, supervisors use various methods and tcclmiques to guide and instruct 
supervisees In Hie processes and practices of psychotherapy. Clinical supervision is thus 
intended to help supervisees with their immediate short-term problems as well as provid­
ing a more long-term set of skills and understandings that can be employed in ftiture 
therapeutic practice.
In this study the terms 'supervisee', ‘trainee', 'subject' and 'student' are often used 
interchangeably. Likewise with the terms 'therapist' and 'supervisor', ‘client' and 
‘patient'. The term ‘clinical supervision' has, for the sake of convenience, been shortened 
to ‘supervision’.
Within tlieiitcmture there is general agreement about die importance of supervision In 
the training of psychotherapists and psychoanalysts. Thereafter, however, there is debate 
as to whni exactly it is within the complex supervisory situation that makes supervision 
an effective means of transmitting therapeudc know-how to trainees.
Some contributors (Butler & Hansen 1973, Clark 1965) place their emphasis on the 
educative/didactic aspects of the supervisory proccss. Here the relationship with the 
supervisor Is seen as secondary to the skills and techniques that s/he is able to impart to 
the therapeutic novice. This is generally a very directive, patient-centred approach.
Others (e.g., Anderson & McLaughlin 1963, Frijling-Schrouder 1970, Gaoni & Neumann 
1974, Gross Doelmnan 1976, Jacket 1982) stress ihc interpersonal relationship between 
supervisor and supervisee which in turn has a direct effect on the supervisee's relation­
ship with his/her patients. These authors and otiicrs (for example, Kaslow & Fredman 
1984, Kraft & Kline 1976, Lower 1972, Matiinson 1977, Norman 1987, Solnit 1970) 
who also emphasise the Importance of pointing out the coumcrtrunsfcrcncc in supervi­
sion, adopt a therapist-centred approach.
The therapist-centred approach is not always different and sometimes overlaps with that
adopted by Bsncdek and & (1966), Colicn and DcBctz (1977), Eksicin and Wallersieln 
(1972), and Windholz (1970), who have pointed oul the dangers of making a distinction 
between didactic and experiential supervision. They regard Ihis distinction as artificial 
and warn that it can be misleading. Instead, they believe that the situation is extremely 
complex and that it is rcduetionistic to attribute the effectiveness of supervision to one or 
other of these approaches. Stressing that this rcductionism Inevitably leads to a paucity in 
the conceptualisation and understanding of the dynamic nature of the supervisory experi­
ence, they promote a process-centred approach,
Gross Doehrman (1976, p, 17) suggests that the most effective supervision depends on 
“the itth a  insight into the interplay of fotees In the pataticl processes of therapy anti 
supervision."
The present study, in recognising the complexity of the supervisory experience, and the 
fact that so Hide has been documented from the poini of view of supervisees, Iws at­
tempted to act in accordance with the third (process-centred) approach by employing a 
qualitative, descriptive method to gather data that is as rich as possible. Thus the method 
has been chosen with the aim of arriving at an in-depth description of the experience of 
supervision, while avoiding a facile and rcductionistie approach.
Secondly, this study will attempt to Identify key features of the supervisory experience 
which account for or contribute lo its effectiveness as a method of imparling stills, 
understanding and confidence to trainees.
Thirdly, the findings of this research will be compared and contrasted vHUi tlie literature 
in the field. An attempt will be made to understand and account for any differences or 
similarities which may arise between the different studies and their relevant findings.
A separaie aim, based explicitly on the findings of the present study, will be to make 
broad recommendations for the practice of supervision in general, and specific recom­
mendations wiiii regard to supervisory practices employed in the training programme for 
clinical psychologists at the University of the Witwatersrand.
CHAPTER TWO
LITERATU RE REVIEW
1. INTRODUCTION
There is no dearth of literature on clinical supervision, whether it be in psychology, 
psychiatry, or social wotk. However, most of this research has been conducted from Ute 
point of view of the supervisor, Utcrapist or social worker and there is little that tells us 
what it is like to be on the receiving end of the various services and treatments being 
earned out and practiced. Cox <tn France 1986, p. 3) mentions the "disturbing fact that 
social work researchers as well as psychiatrists and psychologists have rarely explored 
the treatment situation from the point of view of the client."
This might begin to account for why supervision, as a field of study, is filled with myths, 
unclear definitions, and traditional beliefs. Also, as it has so many parallels with the 
practice of psychotherapy, it has not been easy to apply experimental methods to supervi­
sion research. Despite this, the practice of supervision is generally acknowledged by 
mental health worice' jfall persuasions to be a vital aspect of their professional training 
and on-going development.
Most authors arc in agreement that supervision is central to the training of psychothera­
pists (e.g., DcBell 1963, Ekstein & Wallcrslcin 1972, Fleming A "e'"'fek 1966, 
FrijTsig-Schreuder 1970, Grinberg 1970, Lebovtci 1970. So'r ifiholz 1970).
Han (1982, p. 5) points out that the overriding assump ^st authors and
p rani time is is that supervision is effective. "Apparently, supervisors are doing some­
thing right and even quite powerful despite tltcir inability to describe clearly their goals, 
theoretical models, or outcomes."
The literature on supervision abounds with articles devoted to issues which have been, 
and continue to be, vigorously contended and debated within a number of mental health 
settings. The picsent study -nan from setting out some of those issues, will also attempt 
to examine the assumption. ,,ilidt in them and to assess the validity of the arguments 
and practices predicated on .. :  assumptions.
2. AIMS OF SUPERVISION
Typically, supervision has been defined by lists of functions and tasks which are to be 
implemented. Supervision, being the major method of imparting practical < finical skills 
to student psychologists, social workers and psychiatrists, is most often <!. .it.rd in terms 
of its alms.
Waisce (1973), wriilng wlUiln Uie social work context, suites lhat the main goal of 
supervision is to improve scrvicc to the ciicnt througli belter functioning of the social 
worker. TOs view has been echoed by Kadushin (1974) and Levy (1973), who added lhat 
the intention is also to equip the student to lake on greater and mo'C diverse responsibili­
ties. Levy (1973) also emphasises the importance of the opportuni.y which supervision 
provides for students, not nnly to develop their own practice, but to simultaneously 
develop a greater understanding of tire practice of psychotherapy in general.
Kasiow (1972, p. 132) describes supervision as “a helping process applied to the worker 
instead of &e client." She sees supervision as being designed to help the therapist remove 
mental or emotional blocks which detract from professional effectiveness. A similar 
concern - that of removing blocks to learning - Is examined by L kstcin and Wailcrstein 
(1972) who look at 'learning problems’ and ‘problems of learning1 in supervision. How 
these Issues are dealt with forms the subject of another debate which will be elaborated
In the meantime it is useful to look at some of the different concepts of supervision 
which have emerged, each with its own emphasis on diverse dements in this complex 
process.
Kurpius and Baker (1977, In Hart 1982, p. 11) state: "Supervision is the conceptualiza­
tion, implementation, control, and management of training in applied circumstances and 
conditions". Hait Is In accord with Brammer and Wussmer (1977, in Han 1982, p. 12) 
who have incorporated a focus on the relationship between supervisor and supervisee in 
their definition of supervision as "the assignment of an experienced person to help a 
beginning student to learn counseling through tlic use of the student's own case mate­
rial." KuUsik(!977, In Hart 1982, p, 12), whose definition has a somewhat authoritarian 
flavour, stresses the power relations implicit in supervision which he describes as"... a 
continuous relationship of an organizational superior and subordinate - supervisor and 
supervisee, respectively - in which Uie latter is required to report regulariy to the former 
on Uie state of his or her work and the supervisor provides direction that the supervisee is 
bound to follow."
The present study will focus mainly on individual supervision and will comment to some 
extent on group supervision. There will be Hide tillcniion paid io the mere cgaJilnrian 
form of supervision engaged In by experienced therapists - consultative supervision • 
described by Kutzlk (1977, in Han 1982, p. 12) as "a lime-limited rektionship of profes­
sional peers in which the eonsultee voluntarily seeks the advice of the consultant regard­
ing a specific case or problem and decides whether or not to take tills advice."
Likewise, administrative supervision, more explicitly the domain of social workers, 
where help is offered to students in Mowing die procedures of an institution or agency, 
not be dealt with here- Rntlter, clinical supervision which emphasises work with the 
patient and includes areas such as assessment, diagnosis, counseling, therapy, and 
referral, will be the main focus of this study.
Garni and Neumann (1974, p. 108) emphasise tlic personal qualities of the trainee 
tlicranlsl in their definition of supervision: '"The aim of any supervision is to better the 
psychotherapeutic tccliniquc of the therapist. It is a learning process through which the 
psychotherapist should acquire titc ability to use himself as an instrument with which to 
treat the patient," Anderson and McLaughlin (1963), on the other hand, have highlighted 
a different facet of supervision which tney regard as being essentially a learning experi­
ence. In their understanding of supervision, supet -‘secs share the fruits of their clinical 
knowledge as well as clarify tlicir thinking and techniques together with their colleagues.
Titus part of the supervisor’s function (which will be described In greater detail later on) 
is to help trainees see how, wltcre and what they arc blocking in the learning process. In 
po.uiing this out. supervisors hope to help supervisees maintain an openness to what is 
happening both In the clinical and supervisory situations. In this way trainees become 
acquainted with their own ambivalence about learning and receiving help and can get In 
touch emotionally with the dynamics of the learning process. Through their own 
struggles to confront their difficulties in supervision, supervisees icam to understand and 
appreciate the struggles their patients experience in therapy.
Psychoanalysis have for a number of decades concerned themselves with numerous 
aspects of die supervisory process. Within this approach, Ariow (1963, p. 577) states: 
"Supervision is a special type of learning process based upon tlic joint examination of the 
record of a therapeutic interaction between a patient and his therapist." Here tlic aim is 
definitely not to turn out technicians but to make sense of the therapeutic Interaction. 
Ekstein and Wallcrstcln (1972) regard supervision as a means for supervisees to discover 
their coumcnransferetice problems and learning blocks, They also see supervision as 
providing supervisees with tlic opportunity to understand their reactions to their patients. 
Solnlfs(1970, p. 360) statement • "In psyclioanulytic education, supervision requires us 
to examine the borderlands of empathy, tlieory, technique and how tlic analyst and his 
patient establish and elaborate an ongoing psychoanalytic process" - is pcihaps one of ilic 
most comprehensive definitions In Hint it takes into account a number of processes 
involved in the transmission which occurs between supervisor and supervisee,
Finally, Norman (1987) adds a very Important dimension when she points out that an
essential part of the professional training for the supervisee is learning how to deal with 
the by-products of treating patients. Supervisors need to teach not only theory, diagnosis, 
and irMimcm, bui they also need to help supervisees cope with the intrapsychic aspccts 
of being therapists, i.e. the emotional dilemmas, and feelings of inadequacy and helpless­
ness which it can engender in them. Judging by the absence of any other reference to this 
in the literature, itis possible to assume that for most authors this aspect is implicit. 
Although there is a great deal written on transference and roumcrtransferencc feelings 
(which will be addressed later in this chapter), the issue of supervisees’ emotional 
'preservation' is not dealt with specifically.
3. APPROACHES TO THE PRACTICE OF SUPERVISION
The purposes and methods of supervision in psychotherapy are so inextricably inter­
twined that It is debatable whether It is possible, or in fact useful, to arbiirarily and 
artificially separate them. The supervisory constellation comprises so many diverse and 
compfcx factor? that it seems unlikely tim they can be leased out, and simultaneously 
studied in their interrelationship.
Perhaps whai is morc useful is to set out the debates and to elaborate on the issues that 
have arisen with regard to their implications for the training of psychotherapists. Major 
questions have been asked about what should be imparted to supervisees and how this 
should be done.
A. The Didaciic-BxperienHai Debate.
Various researchers and supervisors have overtime taken up particular positions on the 
subject of whether supervision should be designed to teach (didactic) or treat (experien­
tial) the supervisee. The terms ‘experiential' and ‘didactic' refer, in a strict sense to the 
behaviour of the supervisor only and do not describe the desired outcome o f supervision 
in terms of the behaviour of supervisees. In fact, these arc descriptive terms used to group 
different types of approaches to supervision. In this sense, they are not really models.
77ws« who opt for ihc didactic, or skill j-dcwlopmens emphasis (Butler & Hansen 1973, 
Clatk 1965) believe that there is tittle room f or therapeutic-type exploration in the 
supervisory hour and that it should be devoted to imparting skills and techniques to 
supervisees in order that they may serve thci • patients or clients more effectively. In the 
teaching model, a more cognitive, didactic strategy is adopted toward supervisees who 
can expect to get advice, direction, structure and information from te supervisors. The 
focus of the supervision is patient-centred. Didactic supervisors also stress the trainees’ 
need for feedback regarding their performance and technique (Payne & Gralinski 1968). 
While a pure skills-development approach is adopted by behavioural supervisor, psy­
chodynamic and psychoanalytic practitioners have combined aspects oflt wiih iheir 
inirospcciwc emphasis.
In the experiential, or personal growth model, the emphasis falls on the experience of 
trainees who arc expected to work with themselves as the instruments oF change within 
the therapeutic setting. Thus a supervisory hour along experiential lines will focus more 
on supervisees’ feelings and relationships, both with their patients and supervisors, than 
it will on cognitive, informational issues. The proponents of the experiential approach m 
supervision (Altucher 1967, Ekstcin & Wallenstein 1972, Lister 1966, Sanderson 1954, 
amongst others) consider the intellectual aspect of it to be secondary to a more personal, 
exploratory approach, Initead the emphasis is on increasing the trainee’s awareness and 
sensitivity. FOr this to occur there is a need for security so that they can explore their own 
feelings and learn from their own experiences (Payne & Gralinski 1968). Experiential 
supervisors, with their personal growth approaches, are averse to what they regard as 
mechanistic technical approaches.
Hart (1982) notes the confusion which can arise out of the similarities between the 
personal growth model and psychotherapy. The personal growth model emphasises the 
development of the supervisee as a person without having to probe, uncover and remedi­
ate in s ibe/apeulic manner. However, supervision docs ware with psychotherapy the 
goal of increasing insight and affective sensitivity. Here insight relers to the knowledge 
of personal patterns, while affeoive sensitivity refers to an awareness of emotions that 
occur within supervisees during their interpersonal interactions.
In their 'pure' forms, those who want to teach imply that the provision of information 
and technique will make for a good therapist, while those who want to 'treat' imply that 
the elimination of character problems and psychoneurotic conilicts together with a 
heightening of awareness will permit the unimpeded psyche to conduct therapy "instinc­
tively" as it were (DeBell 1963). Obviously, neither position is tenable because practising 
psychotherapy is both an intellectually and emotionally demanding task.
Cohen and DcBctz (1977) point out that the problem of whether to 'teach or treat’ is 
syncretic, while Lcwin and Ross (1960, in Windholz 1970, p. 396) um> it "a syncretic 
dilemma" which revolves around the conflict between "the pedagogic and therapeutic 
roles of the supervisor." Sibling's solution (in Windholz 1970) to this dilemma when it 
was being debated as early as 1937 was to favour teaching over therapy. This meant 
supervisor could not analyse siudcins, and training analysts (or therapists) could not 
supervise trainees. Overemphasis on the pedagogic aim was based on tile assumption that 
supervision could not help students with their personal conflicts. The opposite conviction 
- the urge to cure within supervision - was seen as a reflection of a failure to teach.
Solnii (1970) suggested ihai supervision was more than education yet less than therapy, 
in this sense it is more than teaching yet less titan treatment for supervisees. Frijling- 
Schrcudcr (1970) proposed that the paradox might be clarified if supervision was concep­
tualised as an educational experience and a relationship. This relationship, unlike the 
tltcrapcutic one, while permitting some degree of emotional exploration, should not 
encourage regression in the supervisee.
Burgum (1959, in Cohen & DcBclz, 1977<«p. 359) stated that "the optimal emotional 
climate in sufx ision differs from that in therapy in that the problem is circumscribed to 
its particular manifestation in tlic supervisory relationship. Exploration is confined to 
data immediately relevant. Extensive personal information in regard to its genesis and 
manifestation in the student's life is not encouraged. Expression of feeling and insight are 
also circumscribed and limited."
Unfortunately, this polarising of supervisory behaviour into a didactic-experiential 
dichotomy led to tit: complexity of the issues involved being obscured. Lcwin and Ross 
(1960, inWindholz 1970) responded to this polarisation by stating that it was important, 
if the traps of the paradox were to be avoided, for supervisors to be responsive to super­
visees' expressed and demonstrated needs.
Bcnedck and Fleming (1966), realising that the 'teach/treat' issue was a false dichotomy, 
attempted a compromise between the didactic and experiential approaches. They believed 
supervisors should pursue instructive approaches to increase supervisees' skills and 
different approaches to increase supervisees' awareness of their own altitudes and feel­
ings. The application of the specific approach should be determined by the developmen­
tal level of each supervisee. Thus, in Bencdtk and Fleming’s (1966) scheme, both 
technical skills and the development of awareness arc seen as part of an ongoing and 
complete supervisory experience.
4. THE SUPERVISORY RELATIONSHIP
In order to make sense of the differences in the approaches to supervision, it is important 
to understand the types of relationships that are fostered and allowed to develop between 
supervisors and their trainees. These arc important because of the implications they have 
for the development of supervisees, their therapeutic work, and the supervisory relation­
ship itself.
Teaching how to be a therapist requires more than imparting information, it requires a 
special alliance between the supervisor and the trainee, This has been seen as analogous 
to the paticnt-ihcrapist alliance which occurs in psychotherapy (Chodoff 1972, Frijling- 
Schrender 1970, Grinbcrg 1970, Jacket 1982, Norman 1987). This alliance requires that
supervisees feel rcspccicd by supervisors and Dial Uwy regard supervisors as fair. There 
should also be a basic rcspcci for the clinical material. Bcncdck and Fleming (1966) slate 
that the thcrapcutie alliance Is cncouragcd by multial understanding o! the Jimiuiions uf 
the situation, by candour and a willingness to learn. Cohen and DcBetz (1977) believe 
that sensitivit;' and respect shared by the supervisors and supervisees is perhaps the most 
potent tool in the supervisory repertoire. Certainly without it participants in tfte supcrW- 
scry proccss arc treading on shaky ground.
In order to move away from the limitations of the polarised view of supervision as either 
didactic or experiential the researcher has adopted a developmental/stage approach in 
which an attempt is made to outline different aspects of supervision which may all have a 
place at different times in the supervisory rcblionship, depending on the development of 
both supervisors and supervisees. Although the stages are set out in n linear and discrete 
manner, It is important to bear in mind that this is not necessarily the way that develop­
ment will occur in practice. Rather it is likely to be a constantly shifting process, in 
which supervisees arc likely to go back and forth between various positions. This wili be 
discussed more fully later on.
A. STAGE ONE: The Teachcr-Studenl Relationship
At the beginning of supervision the relationship between supervisor and supervisee is 
largely a teacher-studcnt one (Arlow 1953, DeBell 1963, Hart 1982, Jackel 1982). Within 
this relationship the researcher will examine the characteristics of supervisees and 
supervisors, and the goals of supervision. These parameters will also be used for Stages 
Two and Three. As no relationship Is ever without it's problems, so too with the supervi­
sory one. Hence there will also be a section devoted the problems and difficulties that 
arise in the supervisory situation.
(1) Supervisee Characteristics
At the outset of thtir clinical experience, supervisees tend to experience much 
anxiety generated by their lack of skills and limited theoretical knowledge. Many of 
them have come from divetse and unfamiliar backgrounds and feel 'Thrown in at the 
"deep end" as it were. In this situation they arc required to work with patients and 
have to rely a great deal on their own resources, experience, - and if they have had it 
• their own psychotherapy. Students feel that they have little professional protection 
and need supervisors id shoulder much of ibe responsibility for their patients, They 
also want advice and encouragement from the supervisors as they are anxious about 
their adequacy and abilities (Oaoni & Neumann 1974).
Garni and Neumann (1974) also point out that despite their vulnerability, and
bccause of their naivcus, commiimcnt, and optimism, beginners are often more 
succc-'ful with difficult palienis ihan more experienced ihcrapisls. At this stage 
superv, ;es cxpcct lielp wldi diagnoses, advice about medication (if necessary), and 
guidance in relating to patients (and occasionally their families), They also want 
theoretical clarification on symptoms, aetiology, dynamic theory, and reading lists 
and discussions.
Emotionally, students feel very dependent. They are in relation to supervisors who, 
because of the extent of their experience, competcncc and administrative slams, are 
in much more powerful positions than they. In order to ward off feelings of envy 
and hostility towards supervisors who arc perceived as extremely knowledgeable 
and powerful, supervisees may idealise them. Supervisees, who often feci a sense of 
helplessness, shame and inadequacy, along with competitive strivings to integrate 
dynamic principles and techniques, may also attempt to please their supervisors who 
are simultaneously their cvaluanrc.
Because students do not yet see tiiemselvcs as therapists they often feel more like 
mediators between patients and supervisors. Thus, supervision at this stage of 
supervisees' development tends to centre more on patients than on the trainees. 
Recognising how difficult this stage can be for beginning tlxsrapists, Gaoni and 
Neumann (1974), suggested that trainees be given the opportunity to participate in 
group sessions where they can express and share some of their fears and misgivings.
(ii) Supervisor Characteristics
These,depend to a large extent on the orientation and experience of individual super­
visor. However, it is important that supervisors have the capacity us form a super­
visory alliance, analagous to the therapeutic alliance, with their students. Vargliese 
(1988, p. 398) states: "Just as the process of psychotherapy demands that the 
therapist, In a very real sense, understands the patient’s paradigms and entets them, 
so too with supervision. The experience of having someone understand whalit is 
like to be him, paradoxically allows the patienf’s world view to be challenged. Ilis 
the attachment to the therapist through the empathic understanding that allows the 
patient to tolerate the uncertainty of moving away from maladaptive patterns and 
towards new, unknown areas."
Anderson end McLaughlin (1963, p. 84) support this view, commenting thai Uw 
"establishment of a certain atmosphere is imperative: friendliness, a not unduly 
critical attitude, objectivity, and tolerance for mistakes and slow progression," are 
all essential elements which go toward the construction of the supervisory alliance, 
They believe that the attitude of supervisors may be all important in the success or
failure of the trainees’ first cases.
At this stage of the relationship supervisors basically give and rcccivc information. 
They also help supervisees formulaic appropriate goals. Although supervisors 
should try to meet the needs and orientation of supervisees, it is unlikely that they 
will allcrtlicirom orientations aU that much, 35 these altitudes and theoretical 
standpoints arc usually based on personal beliefs, Hart (1982) suggests lhat supervi­
sors might bear this in mind in order to be flexible in their approach to, and use of 
techniques when trying to accommodate the needs of supervisees.
Of course the continued use of passive teaching methods, i.e. giving supervisees an 
example of what could have been said, or what would have been a more appropriate 
intervention, mtlicrthan letting Uiem discover this for themselves in supervision, 
may hinder spontaneity, creativity and independence, However, Grinbcrg (1970), 
Gross Doehrman (1976) and Hart (1982) regard this practice as acceptable as long 
as It docs not inhibit supervisees' later development, Lower (1972) makes the point 
that supervisors' brilliant perceptions and insights may serve to keep supervisees 
submissive, inferior and frustrated, which could interfere with the development of 
their self-confidence and personal styles.
(ili) Goals
Ai iliis level, supervisors need lo cocvcy theory, techniques and professional 
behaviours to trainees, It is at this early stage that supcivision may be weighted 
more toward didactic rather than experiential Input.
While most writers believe that highlighting transference and counleitransfcrcnce 
feelings should be left to a later stage in supervisees' development, Mattinson 
(1977) makes a very strong case for why the wott of drawing attention to these 
reactions in therapy and supervision should not be delayed. The terms and the issues 
rclatcd lo these reactions will be discussed In greater detail elsewhere. For the 
moment however, it to sufficient to note Mattinson's (1977) point that it is in 
supervisees' advantage to get into the habit as quickly as possible of monitoring 
their feelings and reactions In therapy and not being ashamed of owning them in 
supervision. Mattinson (1977) maintains that by pointing out the rcficction process 
(to be discussed fotor) the focus in supervision fs not solely on the supervisee but on 
how patient and supervisee affect each other. In this way a greater understanding of 
the therapeutic process becomes possible. Hiis, she maintains also means that the 
stressfulness of tlto supervisory situation is greatly reduced for the supervisee,
B. STAGE TWO: The Mmcr-Apprcntlcc Relationship
Gaonl and Neumann (1974) see ihis singe as wic whom supervisees progress from pupils 
to apprentices. Whereas in the earlier slagcs or their training, supervisees wanted help 
with developing basic skills, now there is a need to refine these skills, It is as if super­
visees can now begin to 'play' or expcrfmen! a Mile with Die thcrspcuiJc tods »i itoelr 
dis|)osal, Gaonl and Neumann (1974) along with olhers (Belclicr&Zinberg 1988, Cohen 
& DcBclz 1977, DeBell 1963, Frijling-Schreuder 1970, Gross Doehrman 1976, Lower 
1972,Solnit 1970, and Windholz 1970) also believe that supervisees am unlikely to get 
the maximum bcncGl from this stage of supervision unless they have undergone their 
own psychotherapy. Those authors and practitloncR believe that ihc best way to develop 
the therapeutic personality of trainee therapists is through their own experience of 
psychotherapy. Thus supervision is seen as being most useful when it complements the 
novice therapist's individual therapy. Il goes without saying that any psychoanalytic 
training requires the candidate to be in, or to have completed, a personal analysis,
'Ricrc are a number of reasons why this standpoint seems a sound one. A: Freud pointed 
out, consciousness cannot be instilled, but has to be arrived out by the seeker, Thus, 
supervisors maybe able to teii their supervisees about certain psychic processes, bu< the 
researcher believes that these will not have great meaning unless they have been experi­
enced and lived through by the supervisees themselves. It is this lived experience which 
the researcher believes Is of infinite value in tlte undemanding of processes occurring In 
tire patient, and between the patient and the thropisi in psychotherapy.
Also, having their own psychotherapy should enable supervisees to beeomc familiar wilh 
their own ‘issues' and to recognise these when they arise in the therapy situation. When 
supervisees arc able to contain their own problems they are able to be more available to 
tlielr patients.
i) Supervisee Cltaractcristics
At this stage students have had some experience and want their supervisors to help 
them organise and make dynamic sense of the information gathered. They want to 
put It Into a framework and give it meaning (Gtioni & Neumann 1974, Hart 1982). 
Ekstcln and Wallersiein (1972, p. 138) believe that to gain increased psychothera­
peutic skills a supervisee now has to develop in "the use of oneself in a therapeutic 
relationship" and that this development may be "far-reaching and deep." Super­
visees want to achieve a sense of empathy, understanding and tlic ability to make 
correct diagnoses and draw the correct therapeutic conclusions.
With the Increased knowledge and the growth of confidence, students need to
Ixi'omc awiirc ol'ilwii' problcins and lo unilcr.wind liow ihcy may be impeding, llicir 
work. Those who wc llils siuyi: iisit limited iiKiwiscon Uic sliulaii-icaclier rciaiion- 
sliip siiil kvcpllic locus insupcivlsion on lliu pmicnt. For oihcrs, ilic f(x;us begins u> 
shin 10 Hie peixon (if ilic xupcwisto.
illSu|wrvls<ir OinrauKrisilcs
Su|Mrvlsore l>cyi!i 10 help iruinccs move from ;i very dcpcnelem lo ;i more sell'- 
relltim posillon. Andcmm and MuLiuighlln (1963,13, 89) suuc iliiiiihc supervisor 
"mom Iwlp ihc siihJch! so nml liimsclf as iu j Independent person by enconrnglng hl.s 
ego strength. This 1& par! al'thc Icnming proccss, ;iml tiro student's ddlclcncic.s or 
ck'vliilions rnun ideal icclmiquc uttd tmndllng ol'ltis CMC arc not 10 bo Inol.cd ujwn 
as errors subjevl loeritleism."This is pnniuulnrly imporiiuum tills 'cxperimcnur 
sttige Tor irainecs. wlio. In irying ihiiiy.s otil for themselves, nutsi reel stil'ccnougli 
mu only to Kike risks, hul 10 risk milking mistakes.
At this point supervisors use ihcir clinical skills it) help supervisees leam abom 
tlientselviw ihrotigh inierixrsonni behaviours mid their feelings In inteiper.somil 
silUiitions. The tissumpllon hem. :md Inherent in this (ipproneh, k that grenter 
ITcrsonal nwiirencss makes lor belter clinicians. Supervisors arc also constantly 
leaching from practictil examples. They Hike tip Issues which occur commonly In 
ihcmpeuilc slmaiions such il< putictuiilliy, missed hours, pnropnixcs. the super­
visees' own tiirors, and v,,cn(kjre, «»<l rtmt.' afpor'src: tww w den) u-lili ilicsv 
Issues pmressionally (Jackcl, 1982).
C.'olicn and DeBci/. (1977) point out that diivci observation is an underused model­
ing ici'Mijiie with ilLsilnct advnnlajjes lor edvicuiiny j)s>,elioihcm])y iniinees. Cuoni 
and Neumann (1974) employed ;i leaching iccltnique which Involved ilicin lending a 
group in irtmi of a one-way mlmir, behind wlikli silt their supeivlxccs wlio, for thm 
lime, were observing nnd feeding hack to them 0111I10 went they were doing in the 
ymup. The group ihcrapy session was followed by 1 discussion lietwecn llie two 
su|iervlsiii,s and their supervisee:. Citioni and Neuinanii(l974) i'ound llitil this 
cxemsc put them in touch with llieirsuixrvl.secs' needs while simuiuineously 
providing the supei-visees wiih a vci> vtiltmbie lotirnlng expertence, They nlso I'duihI 
thin allowing supervisees 10 act ax supervisors for that time crewed the poieiultil lor 
;i more ctiual relationship 10 develop themselves and ihcfr supervisee*. Apiin from 
Hie fuel llint they could vtirry mil tlicinixuiie nnd training work simulliincously, 
Ciaoni and Neumimn 1197-i. p. 11 h  said: “We enjoy this lypeol'work, wherein we 
I'eeomc ai one and liie same time the supervisors and supervisees ol'ourirainees."
(ili) Goals
Ai this stage of Uic super, i ccs' development the goal is for them to gain awareness 
of their own own attitudes and feelings. Supervisees may also begin to develop an 
awareness cf the effectiveness of Uicir therapeutic work.
C. STAGE THREE: Towards a Peer Relationship
The following two sections will be very brief as they do not apply directly to the present 
study. 71m Tcscmhcr has also dtiibcroicJy rcfratocd from givijig any lime span 10 these 
stages as they will depend entirely on Lite development of cacti individual supervisee. As 
supervisees continue to develop, their expectations of supervisors change. The emphasis 
in the supervision at this stage has shifted from the patient to tlte person of the therapist 
and to the development of an understanding of the relationship problems which may arise 
between supervisees and Uicir patients, and between supervisees and supervisors.
(i) Supervisee Characteristics
At this stage supervisees arc less dependent and have more equal relationships with 
supervisors. Ttiey arc able to make clear demands on supervisors and to define their 
own needs. Here there is a learning alliance with tl« supervisor- two people are 
equally engaged in ihc task of trying as openly as possible to make sense of a 
therapeutic experience. Supervisees arc increasingly able to make use of themselves 
and their reactions to their patients both during the supervisory and therapeutic 
hours. Thus there Is an increase of self-awareness and self-analysis.
(11) Supcrvtecr Characteristics
At this stage supervisors point out blind spots and continue to help supervisees 
make the distinction between real reactions to tlieir patients and transference and 
couniermtnsference reactions. Supervisors keep the supervision witltin the patient- 
supervisor-supervlsee triangle.
Gaoni and Neumann (1974, p. 112) sum it up this way: "Over the years, the super­
visee undergoes a process of unconscious Internalisation, imitation, and identifica­
tion and begins to be selective. Me chooses the skills that suit his personality."
(ill) Coals
Supervisees are encouraged to develop tiieir own style, to be independent, spontane­
ous and original.
D. STAGE FOUR: Consultative Supervision
Tlic fourth singe is not one Him particularly concerns us in this study, however, il is 
useful to have a perspective cm it. By this stage supervisees have developed their own 
pcreonnllUes, styles and identities as therapists, Supervision now consists of a mutual 
exchange of opinions, advice and experience between equals, Supervision may also take 
the form of peer groups meeting to exchange and develop ideas and a deeper understand­
ing of the therapeutic process. Just as analysis or therapy can be interminable, so too wilh 
supervision which can continue throughout die therapist's professional life.
5. PROBLEMS AND DIFFICULTIES IN SUPERVISION
A. Supervisees' Problems
The practice of psychotherapy is an emotional business that engenders in its practitioners 
many upsetting and powerful feelings of Inadequacy, Inferiority and powcrlcssness. 
Hence the dcvclopm'Hof emotional dependence and the difficulties that supervisees 
experience around these feelings.
in a survey conducted by Kaslow and Friedman (1984) amongst trainees and Uicrapisis, 
therapists (who were also supervisors) reached consensus that feelings of Immobility and 
generalised defensiveness were common irainee responses to the pressures of clinical 
programmes. They believed that the situation prompted regressions in their trainees 
which Increased the probability that trainees would have to confront feelings about 
authority figures, sibling relationships and dependency/autonomy issues.
As part of the solution to this difficulty, a number of autltors (Belcher & Zinberg 1988, 
Cohen & DcBclz 1977, Frijling-Schreudcr 1970, Gaoni & Neumann 1974, Gross 
Dochiman 1976, Lower 1972, Soinlt 1970, and Windholz 1970) suggest that trainees be 
in their own therapies which can provide them wltli containment and allow for ego- 
supportive work. However, Hart (1982) believes that the decision should be left com­
pletely to the supervisee to decide whether or not help Is required. The general psycho­
analytic view seems to be the most sensible i.e. that supervisees should preferably be in 
their own Uicrapy at the time of beginning their training, or sltould have completed it, 
and if necessary, should be willing to return to it if the task of becoming a therapist raises 
new issues for them.
Another dlilleulty facing supervisees Is the continual direct scrutiny and evaluation of 
themselves and their work. This has been seen by some authors (Gross Doehrman 1976, 
Kaslow & Friedman 1984, Kraft & Kline 1976, and Lcbovid 1970) as one of the major
umcs nl slrvss Idvlnmievs Suixivisnrs. wlumlHi Iiiivl- lltc (lli'tiailly ol lliis dual roly 
iiiv. vn lliv oik hand, alive kaciicrx and on die oilier, lesiei-x iiml cvaiuiuora ol' die 
MipeiMsevX pi'ojsivsN '• i eaiu'ntieiideruiul add stihsiaiilially to .supervisee anxiety.
A limher issue dial is poicnv.uiy omhleinulic lor xu|Kivisces Is die Imeracdoii wilh u 
mimher ol dillerciu sii|X'ivisois. Anderson and Mel.miyhlln (19fi3l reynid mis inicriiellon 
a\ I'eiivlieiiil to \u|*'<vihvs, I, ill I'rcni ihc ptiini nr view ol' llie .supeivisec beiny cxjiosed 
10 a iiumix'rol dillerent approaelies, as well as heing evaluated by a group, raider than a 
single person i-niliiip-Seliivtidcn lh7tli, however, iielieves llial the exposure 10 dilTercni 
Mipeinvm. is piueiniall) eoiilusinji and disruplive for supervisees. Heeausc Irolli points 
are valid, supervisors miglu do well it. hear ihc problems ol tills situation in mind, while 
supervisees should n v in use die diveisnv in sti|invisees to their besl advaniage.
I he milieu nr .eninp in vvlnel. Hie supervisee is located may soneiimcs prove pnihlem- 
an, Some insiiuiuons have l.urlv rigid practices and alinudes which supervisees may 
nn,| diliiviili in .ope with, esiveiallv vvhen ihey are in disagrceinent wiili these practices,
He.ausc "I the oi-ualilv ol narisieienee andcouiilei'translcience issues in supervision, 
lliey will Ik vle.tli with sep.iialelv in Section Seven ol tins chapter.
As die j<kio nl Hu’ .ti|vni\ir« shriis Irniii a/Miiein-eeiilied lo a supervisee-oricilied one, 
'tiivn is,,is must be p.ulictilailv sarelul m resisi Ihc lemplalion lo tuin Ihc supcivis vi 
miop.Vvliolliviapv i.Ailow loo t, Jaekel IOX-)
Ihc in a rot diriixi oi the ilehaie on tins issue is llial the supervisor's role is primarily dial 
ol a ic.ivhci not a therapist and the tiainee comes lo learn, mu to he irealcd. "It seems 
uni,nr to s.oe tlie iiainec in a p.ilivnl role while tavidy tlenying the livedoni and rlglils 
dial patients entov" rNoniian Ids'/, p 5<ii Nonn.in also |witiusout dial die supervisee 
leek ii.vi lo discuss iiainnia austeties wlicn in the role ol siudvni rtulieriliail ptilicm 
Mm. sternly delnicd inlcs and mutual conimiimein are prerev|uisiles lor maximum 
supvivisoiy  ....
boim.m. vvlulv w.lining   si tuininii die su|k'ivisuin mio iisvc'.uHheiapy.also points
out die impoitaiKe ol dealing wKitcerlarrr rssirvs rn sti|win<i/i uhivl!, il ignored, nil) lie 
huned and go uuiescilveil Hus divn allccts ihc supervisee's iherapy w ith his/lier patlenis. 
Mow ini. oceurs ami die way m wliich some supervisor!, have managed this problem will 
)te tie,dr u nil in .SeefuMi .Seven nl Ihi.s cbnpicr.
(liven ihut leeliugs ol cmoiiona! saleiy aiv such an issue ior supervisees, supeivlsors may
find themselves having to confront iheirambivalence about the dual role ihey play of 
simultaneously being the supervisees' facUiuitlvc supervisors as well as the evaluators of 
Uiclr progress, Hassenfeld l.xJ Sarris (1978) suggest that the solution to this problem is to 
move away from Use power ambiguities inherent In the supervisor's role by following a 
non-patemalistic model of supervision. Although the intention is honourable, the power 
relations arc both explicit and implicit I.e. supervisees perceptions of supervisor as being 
powerful bccause of their greater knowledge, status and (often) age, Also having power 
of evaluation over supervisees is a situation that Is particularly difficult to alter and one 
which can be experienced as very perstcutory for trainees. Rather than trying for a 'non- 
patemalistic' type of supervision, supervisors can go sonic way towards alleviating tile. 
situation through their demonstration of respect and concern for trainees. Providing 
feedback to supervisees may also be helpful.
Supervisors are faced with a whole host of other problems ranging from the reluctance of 
newer supervisors lo seek advice, 10 tiiclr own sompeiitfvo feelings with each other. Tljcy 
may also have their own coumenransference feelings both towards supervisees and the 
patients whose therapies they arc supervising. Supervisors may also experience conflict 
and doubt about tlte validity of what they're icacliing. They too may have problems with 
the milieu, and as they an: probably working under the same, if not greater stresses, they 
loo need support yackc) 1982).
A number of authors have also highlighted tlie potential for supervisors to misuse super­
vision for their own narcissistic purposes (Balint 1954, Benedek 1954, Ekstein 1960, 
Bmch 1955, Grotjahn 1953). The same authors warn agflinst'disciple-hunting'and super­
visors' unconscious needs to foster supervisees’ dependence and identification with
6. GROUP SUPERVISION
The intensely charged nature of peer group Interactions is seen by Kaslow and Friedman 
(1984, p. 47) as sustaining “the competitive frenzy often noted among clinical students" 
(e.g., vying for "gifted child," ''most-llkely-to succeed," or “favourite child" status). In 
their survey, one supervisor snid that the dependency and sibling rivalry conflicts which 
are activated and kept prominent by the training years is the stress that keeps students in 
transference longer than other patients.
Both Frijling-Schrcuder (1970) and Orinberg (1970) believe that group supervision can 
lead to regressive processes of envy, competitiveness and rivalry. If these arc not checked 
they can lead to primitive fomis of Identification which may hamper the development of 
a more mnture identification. Orinberg (1970, p. 380) is in agreement with Frijling- 
Schrcuder (1970) that groups can be destructively critical. He states: “They sometimes 
gloat over his (the supervisee's) troubles and make him the depository of their own
find ihcmsclvcs having to confront ihcir ambivalence about the dual role they play of 
simultaneously being the supmisccs’ facilitauVe supervisors as wetl as the evaluators of 
their progress. Hasscnfcld and Sams(1978) suggest that the solution to this problem is to 
move away from the power ambiguities inherent in the supervisor's role by following a 
non-patcmalistic model of supervision. Although the intention is honourable, the power 
relations are both explicit and implicit i.e. supervisees perceptions of supervisors as being 
powerful beeausc of their greater knowledge, status and (often) age. Also having power 
of evaluation over supervisees is a situation that Is particularly difficult ■ o alter and one 
which can be experienced as very pcrsecutory for trainees. Rather than trying for a "non- 
patcmalistic' type of supervision, supervisors can go some way towards alleviating the. 
situation through their demonstration of respect and concern for trainees. Providing 
feedback to supervisees may also be helpful.
Supervisor are faced with a whole host of other problems ranging from the reluctance of 
newer supervisors to seek advice, to their own competitive feelings with each other. They 
may also have their own countertransference feelings both towards supervisees and the 
patients whose therapies they arc supervising. Supervisors may also experience conflict 
and doubt about the validity of what they're leaching. They too may have problems with 
the milieu, and as they are probably working under the same, if  not greater stresses, they 
too need support (Jacket 1982).
A number of authors have also highlighted the potential for supervisors to misuss super­
vision for their own narcissistic purposes (Balint 1954,Bencdek 1954, Ekstein 1960, 
Emch 1955, Grotjahn 1953). The same authors warn agiinst'distiple-hunting'and super­
visors' unconscious needs to foster supervisees' dependence and Identification with
6. GROUP SUPERVISION
The intensely charged nature of peer group interactions is seen by Kaslow and Friedman 
(1984, p. 47) as sustaining "the competitive frenzy often noted among clinical students" 
(e.g., vying for •'gifted child," “most-likely-to succeed," o r‘‘favourite child" status). In 
their survey, one supervisor said that the dependency and sibling rivalry conflicts which 
are activated and kept prominent by tile training years is the stress that keeps students in 
transference longer than other patients.
Both Frijling-Sdircuder (1970) and Grinberg (1970) believe that group supervision can 
lead to regressive processes of envy, competitiveness and rivalry. If these are not checked 
they can lead to primitive forms of identification which may hamper the development of 
a more mature identification. Grinberg (1970, p. 380) is in agreement with Frijling- 
Schreuder (1970) that groups can tc  destructively critical, He states: “They sometimes 
gloat over his (the supervisee's) troubles and make him the depository of their own
mistakes and difficulties." Grlnberg (1970) and Frijling-Schrcudcr (1970) also agree with 
Anderson and McLaughlin (1963) that the group situation docs afford supervisees the 
opportunity to profit from each others' observations.
7. TRANSFERENCE, COUNTERTRANSFERENCE AND THE REFLECTION 
PROCESS IN SUPER VISION
A. Transference and Counlcrlransference
Crccnson (1978, p. 152) ocfincs transference as “the experiencing of feelings, drives, 
attliudcs, fantasies and defences towards a person in the present which do not befit that 
person but which are a repetition of reactions originating in regard to significant persons 
of early childhood, unconsciously displaced on to figures in the present". Jung (in 
Martinson 1977, p. 33) described it as "an awkward hanging on, an adhesive son of 
relationship." While it is important to note that transference feelings arc not confined to 
therapeutic relationships, they do form the nexus of much psychoanalytic and psychody- 
namic therapy.
When examining the meaning of countcrtransfcrcnce, it needs to be pointed out that the 
'counter'of'coumcrtransfcrencc' refers to the ‘olher side's’ reaction, rather than a 
reprisal, as in ‘counterattack’. Thus countertransfcrcnce feelings refer to the supervisee's 
reaction to the patient's transference feelings. The therapist’s feelings and perceptions, 
like those of any other person, will be partially prc-dcuumincd by his/her eariier experi­
ences and perceptions of those experiences.
Motilnson (1977, p. 35) identifies three different aspects of coumcrtransfcrence thus:
- "an innate and Inevitable ingredient
- “which Is sometimes a conscious reaction to the observed behaviour of the client, or 
which is sometimes an unconscious reaction to the felt and not consciously understood 
bchaviourofthe client
- "and which can be used for Increasing understanding of the client."
Thus the coumcrtransfcrencc is the response to the patient’s transference which itself is 
characterised by an inappropriate reaction and a need to make the present relationship fit 
into the psychodynamic structure of a previous relationship. Mattinson (1977) also points 
out that supervisees can be affected by their client's strongest projections irrespective of a 
conscious desire to remain umnllucnccd by them. This is because emotional interaction 
operates at a number of levels, and though therapists can protect themselves from things 
that arc conscious, it is much more difficult to do so with those that are unconscious.
Because supervisees and supervisor can, and do experience their own transference and 
countertransfcrencc feelings towards each other, and because these feelings have a
bearing on supervisees' therapy with tiieir patients, many aulhors advocate that super­
visees and supervisors need to lake account of these feelings (Anderson & McLaughlin 
1963, Bctcher&Zinberg 1988, Cohen & DcBclz 1977,DeBcll 1963, Frijling-Schreudcr 
1970, Grintcrg 1970, Gross Doehrman 1976, Hart 1982, Hasscnfeld & Sarris 1978, 
Jackel 1982, Kaslow & Friedman 1984, Kraft & Kline 1976, Lebovid 1970, Lower 
1972,Mattinson 1977,Nadclsun& Notman 1977, Norman 1987, Solnit 1970),
Within the literature, mention has been made by Gross Doehrman (1976) that little has 
been written about handling problems that arise within supervision, especially those 
pertaining to transference and coumcrtnmsference feelings. Concern has also boot 
expressed as to how these feelings ought to be handled within the supervisory relation­
ship. Positions on this issue are very clear in the literature. Most psychoanalytic writes 
advocate that transference issues are Important because they affect the therapeutic rela­
tionship between the therapist and his/her patient and must therefore be dealt with in 
supervision. Gustin (in Gross Doehrman 1976, p. 15) slates that "supervision which does 
not make use of the unconscious Interaction between the therapist and his supervisor is 
dealing only with superficial aspects of learning."
Ekstcin and Walicretein (1972) arc strong proponents of this view. However, they reserve 
the tems transference and countciuansference for the therapy situation and instead refer 
to the problems that arise between trainees and supervisors as ‘problems about learning'. 
Problems about learning, which parallel patients' resistances in therapy, need not be 
regarded as obstacles to learning that need to be eliminated. Rather they are regarded by 
Ekstcin and Wallerstcin (1972) as the vehicle: through which therapeutic progress can be 
effected. The term 'learning problems' Is used by Ekstcin and Wallerstcin (1972) to 
describe the problems that arise between patients and supervisees.
There is also general consensus In the literature that while countenransfercncc feelings 
should be pointed out in supervision, the working through of the origins of those feel­
ings, and the Interpretations that pertain to them, should be reserved for supervisees' own 
therapy and should not be the function of supervisors. A number of authors (e.g., Ander­
son & McLaughlin 1963, Blitzsten& Fleming 1953, Cohen & DcBclz 1977, Ekstcin & 
Wallemein 1972, Frijling-Schreudcr 1970, Grinberg 1970,Grotjahn 1954, Krad & Kline 
1976, and Wagner 1957) subscribe to the belief that supervisors should try to bring any 
problems with learning to the attention of supervisees. These problems should then be 
corrected with educative input rather than interpretations.
Kraft and Kline (1976) point out in a study they undertook that those who avoided 
dealing with countenransference feelings feared a therapeutic entanglement would result 
from talking about the supervisees' feelings, Together with Solnit (1970) they believe it 
is possible for supervisees' countenransference feelings to be handled tactfully.
In the survey Uicy ccmducicd, Kaslow and Friedman (1984) found that trainees expressed 
a preference for focusing in supervision on how to use their own countcnransfercnce 
reactions effectively with patients. They preferred to reserve a deeper scrutiny of the 
origins of these reactions for their own therapy. Kaslow and Friedman (1984) also found 
more advanced students regarded countcrtransfercncc-bascd supervision as less immsive 
than newer students. "There is uniform agreement in this regard that supervisory sugges­
tions and explanations aic most needed in the early years and that supervision that is 
heavily countcrtransfercncc-bascd during the first two years of clinical training serves 
more lo confuse and create excessive anxiety in the trainee lhan it dees to facilitate the 
training process" (Kaslow & Friedman 1984, p. 40).
It seems from tills that there is a need to make a very clear distinction between holding a 
discussion about a supervisee's feelings, and the development of a transference neurosis 
which is likely to arise from an in-depth investigation Into the origin of these feelings. 
The need is thus to encourage an awareness wilhip the trainee of how his/her reactions 
affect his/her relationships both with supervisors and with patients.
Kovacs (in DcBcll 1963) argues that supervisors should also be personal analysts to their 
supervisees. She maintains that It will be beneficial if personal analysts are simultane­
ously trainee analysts' supervisors because the supervisors will be in a position to 
recognise hampering conflicts and countcnransfercnce, and thus can deal with them at 
once. However, this view has found little support in the literature.
Scarlcs (1955) and Grotjahn (1954) both warn that too much emphasis on the counter- 
transference shifts attention away from the patient.
In the final analysis It seems once again that the 'icach-treat' controversy is a false one. 
For the intention of supervision is after all to increase supervisees’ abilities to do psycho­
therapy. The issue is how this can best be achieved.
Martinson (1977) points out that when coumcrtransfcrence feelings can be Identified and 
supervisors can put them into words, die words can be heard, discussed, and remembered 
by supervisees. If supervisees are able to be In touch with these feelings, and therefore 
have more understanding of what their patients might be dissociating, their attitudes arc 
most likely to have changed when they next see their patients, Jackel (1982) suggests that 
supervisors may get to these feelings by asking questions like, "I wonder what made you 
do that?"
Martinson (1977) also draws attention to the fact that supervisors too can have these 
reactions - and can value them as highly informative reflections of the relationship
between patients and supcivisccs. 'lliis, in turn cm provide su|)ervisors with a very clear 
idea of tiro pressures puiicnis arc exerting on supervisees.
Using iransfcience and coutucriraiisfcrcncc feelings in supervision and noting how they 
combine in the reflection process leads to a very important move away from the idea that 
these phenomena rcflccl a weakness in the therapist. Mattinson (1977. p. 47) warns that 
“if therapists are led, even very subtly, to feel ashamed oftlieir interaction nnd inability 
to withstand some of its grosser manifestations, tiicir professional growth will be inhib-
B. The Reflection Process In Supervision
The reflection process In supervision was first named by Searies in 1955. Mattinson 
(1977), who has borrowed from his work, uses the term to refer to the processes currently 
at work in the relationship between the patient and Uic therapist and which are subse­
quently reflected in tite relationship between the therapist and the supervisor. Others who 
have referred to the issue Include Arlow (1983), Hassenlelcl and Sums (1978) and Jackel
Mattinson (1977) notes that the nllection process works two ways: from the Uicrapcutlc 
work to the supervision, and from the supervision to the therapeutic work, The common 
linking factor is the supervisee or student. Mattinson (1977) describes how, for example, 
if she had over-taught n supervisee, the supervisee in turn often tended to teach, rather 
than treat the client. Most important in understanding Uic reflection process is the idea 
that the supervisee's behaviour, affected by the client's disturbance or characteristic way 
of relating, would In its turn affect the supervisor. By realising that his/her behaviour was 
also out of character, the supervisor might realise (hat both s/he and the supervisee were 
in some way re-enacting tiic client’s difficulty of expression.
Ulus there arc two basic ;us|wcts to the reflection process:
a) the supervisor's emotion may have its source In the paticniAhcmpisi relationship and 
chiefly in the patient. It Is therefore a reflection.
b) Some of the supervisee's behaviour in the supervisory hour might be an unconscious 
attempt to show the supervisor Hie kind oi'behaviour which the patient has been exhibit­
ing io liim/licr. Supervisees arc most in need of sujwivisory help ;ti these times precisely 
because they are unconscious of their actions and thus do not understand them (Manin-
Searles (In Mattinson 1977, p. Hi) provides another ilius(rai.ion of the rellection process:
... My cxpcrlcncc in hearing numcrms additional therapists present cases 
before groups has caused me lo bcctimc slow In forming an unfavourable
opinion of imylhcntplsi onilw basis of his prcscnuiiionof a ciisc. Willi con- 
viudns frequency I hnvc seen ilmi n ilicr.ipisi who Utiling un occiusionul 
prusi'iuiulun appears to ho lameniubly anxious, compulsive, vonfuscd In his 
lliinkiuy. or wluil noi, nuiiiiilly is a busiwin capable col lc;iguc who, tis llwcrc.
Is trying unconsciously by his (lemcaimur during the prc.sciuallon lu show ns a 
major prohlem-arca In ilic ilmrapy wilh his palicnl. The iiroblcm-iirea is one 
which lie cannoi perceive objectively and describe to us cffcciively In words: 
rjihcr Ik is unconsciously iilciillfyln  ^wiili ii and is in cflccl trying 10 describe 
it by way of his behaviour durtny ihc presemaiion.
Allhough the ivlleciion process Is only a pan of Hie su|xmvIsIoii, ii is n vital one which 
can alTcci many oilier aspecls of the supervisoi y cx|x:rlcnce. The Importance of it l.s 
uiKlcillncd by MnitinsoiKiy??, p. 127) who suites: "If the supervisor aewspis the premise 
ihai Hie worker is inilucnccd and inlluencing, timlctm ullowlilmscir and his woiter to be 
influcnccd without shame, lie will work in a vcryti/f/crvit way I'rvni s ropcivism' who
MadlnsxiriiiV?? (>.4 0  believes « Is im/x>n;«)i for ilicse Icclinys 10 be iicknowl- 
edged and for ilic siudem 10 have the opporiunliy to Ictim from ihern.
I did noi mind how Involved ihc smdcnls became. I and ihclr supervisors could 
attempt lo pull ihcm back. Bui 1 felt there was no starting point for training if 
the) could not go into a situation enough 10 react to ll. By encouraging them to 
go in and then pulling them back, I was. in more sophisticated language, 
helping them to resolve the couniciiranslerciicc. Like many tutors and supervi­
sor. 1 uas often imta/ed that students did so well wilh many of their clients - 
ones v\ itli whom previous and experienced woiiers had failed.
'Uiure lias (k’cii MKiicdcteie «.v to whether wttrk'mg ivlili t-tMiDicJiraaslbroicc Miiyis in 
supervision should tegln tally in supervision or whether ll should be reserved for later 
work wilh trainees who have mon: skills and ex|)cricncc (Kaslosv & Friedman 1984). 
MwiJjimv) 0'J77>, bow er, puis fonvanl some convincing reauons for choosing to work 
wilh the rcflecilmi process light IVdm the outset in the supervision:
a) It i\ important lo get young stmlctiN as i|uickly as [x^siblc inlo Ute habit of knowing 
alxiut their feelings and reactions In situations and not being ashamed of these, 
bi Ii is a much less painful way of working. Supervisors are not conducting a critical 
exercise ami students ait much less likely m feel wrong, smpld or inadequate, if the 
emphasis Is not solely on them, but more on ihe interaction between ihemselves and 
another. II supervisors, alerl lo ihcirown relleclion, bring thin consciously into the 
discussion, they are not only removing ihc emphasis from supervisees, but arc also 
reducing the distance between themselves and trainees.
cl Oncc supervi.sors remove the pressure from supervisees, It Is possible to take the work 
ol supervision lunhcr. When sujiervisors are less critical and more supportive, the work
oCilic therapy session cun he looked ;u in gicnlcnlcpili imddeuiil.
While Kusldw ami Friedmim (i984j found ihal supervisees were more com forinble 
workinp wiih llx;ei)imtcnronsl'ercncc Inter in iheir [raining, Miuiinson (1977) iidvoeiiied 
ils inirrxluclion inio ihc supcivisory simauon right from liie outsei. She suggesis Uwi 
working with ihc counieiiransfcrcncc nml the reneeilon processes can produce a collnbo- 
niiivc cITon, which rrom the sum, draws supcivisoi-s and supeivlsees together.
S. EXPERIMENTAL RESEARCH
"Plie previous seven sccilons have dealt with liienitiuc which was wnnen iiimosi exclu­
sively I mm ihc |x>ini of view of supervisors. Most theories which have emerged have 
•n based on supervisors" experiences with their own supervisees. This ca.se history- 
. .jicd npproiicli, which is largely theorciical, hits placed insufficient emphasis on estnb- 
lishins which elements have Iveen responsible for the effectiveness or particular supervi­
sory practices. In these accounts, rcscitrchcrsand authors have focused on developmental 
issues, transference and coutitertransl'crence, ihc relationship between supervisors and 
supervisees and the parallel processes between supervision and psychotherapy, amongst
in this sivilon the rwciuvher wishes to examine some studies which have been cairled 
out using mainly experimental designs. Most of these designs have consisted or a 
posttcM-oiily control group design ora pro-test |X)st test control group design. The aim of 
Oils brief icvfcM- is 10 italics h w , m l in wlwi exienl these studies have eontiibuted to an 
understanding of the supervisory process. In the Discussion ch.tplcr an attempt will Ik 
made lo assess the value of these findings in terms of ihe present study.
In a review of research on practicum supervision. Hansen, Pound and I’etm (1<)76) noted 
that theie has been linle systematic research on supervisory procedures. Most studies 
have auempicil it) assess the success of su|Krvtslon through iltc level of cmpailtic i«- 
spouses of students where liicilllalivc communication has been the major variable. 
Hansen el al. raise an interesting point when they question whether Ihe level ol'empatiilc 
response should Ik  measured in students or whether the efleet of"supervisory letiimqucs 
and pmctlces should In fact be measured In the recipients of the treatment. Tlic difficul­
ties of meastirlng success in psychotherapy aiv, however, extremely great. Ills for 
evitmple. very difficult m stale with a high degree of certainty that changes in a patient 
(ihe dependent variable) are due to some specific approach oricc1mk|tic (the Indcpcndk'ni 
variable) pursued hv a iheritplsi, and not due to some other aspect that is inextricably 
linkeil tollie person of the Ihcrapisl or Ihe patient.
Il import,wi id »i)le iluii while fiicllilative communication Is essential both in
supervisory and ihcmpcutic practice, it is n« ihc only Imponanl feature necessary for 
either practice lo becffccUvc. Supervisors and supervisees also need good theoretical 
backgrounds, fine Insight and Uie ability to sit with the 'not-knowing' (Bion 5974, in 
Casement 1985, p. 4) both In supervision and therapy.
Because there have been so few systematic investigations there are no conclusive find­
ings on the most effective counselor training techniques (Hansen ctal. 1976). And there 
it even less to be said In this regard about psychoanalytic or psychodynamic approaches 
becmsc most of the experimental or prc-experimenlal studies have confined their re- 
scartft so areas where supervisory and tiicrapcude methods other than psychoanalysts 
have bten used.
in their review of the literature, Hansen el al. (1976) looked at articles on throe topics: the 
role of the supervisor; training procedures in supervision; and rating systems in prae- 
ticum supervision. With regard to tlie first topic, Hanson et al. (1976) found that a 
disproportionate amount of research tsITort was given to fadliiative communication. Ten 
of the eleven studies concerned with the role of the supervisor examined aspects of 
communicating core conditions. Other aspects of tlw supervisor's role, and the experi­
ence of supervisees, were neglected and need examination. The results of the studies 
showed that trainees' level of facilitativc communication was improved through a variety 
of supervisory experiences. Hansen et al, (197d)camc to two general conclusions: firstly, 
that the supervisor who directly or indirectly models facultative behaviour will be more 
effective and secondly, that didactic training h  more effective than experiential training.
In terms of their investigation of research Into training procedures In supervision, Hansen 
ctal. (1976} found that in general, videotape techniques were valuable aids In counselor 
training. However, in most instances there were no significant differences between the 
use of audio and video techniques on trainee response criteria. The literature in this 
section (as In the first) also supported the effectiveness of modeling its a technique with 
specific training programmes being successful In the teacltlng of communication skills. 
Again, facililtuive communication was favoured as a criterion for assessing the success of 
the various training procedures.
Hansen et al. (1976) then looked at four articles on rating systems in counselor training. 
They found that peer rankings of trainees tended to be highly correlated while peer 
rankings and supervisor rankings tended to agree.
In assessing all the reviewed studies, Hansen ctal. (1976) found that In spite of a general 
Improvement in method, serious questions and doubts persisted about conclusions In the 
research. "In several instances the lack of an adequate sample size and the lack of speci­
ficity in variable definitions limit the gcnernlizablllty of findings, The experimental
situation Is generally not sufficicnUy rigorous to control for the cffccis of variables Qlher 
than die trcauncm. Gmtion is warrujitcd in the intcrprelation or application of rcsuJis 
from supervision rcscarcli. Funliermorc, a mom complclc description of procedures to 
permit replication and improve appllcatiwi is needed in furtlier studies''(p, 113).
Hansen cl s i  (1P76) point out that icaclitog facllilalive communication is neccssaiy, but 
it Is noi sufficient and dial rcscnrtii on supervisory procedures that improve other coun­
seling skills Is also needed. From Uicir findings it would appear that the most effective 
step for future research in supervision would be to explore the direct relationship between 
the process variables in supervision and the trainee’s effectiveness as a counselor. These 
studies should Ideally measure not only counseling process, but counseling outcomes
In research of this type, affective Interaction between supervisor and supervisee seems to 
become submerged as the functional aspects of the Interaction are isolated and studied. 
Thus, Instead of gaining an understanding of the entire nature of the experience, certain 
aspects are highlighted at the expense of others. For instance, while 'modeling' may be 
seen as facilitating supervision, we do not know exactly what that modeling Is about If 
modeling is confined to a specific set o f behaviours then the most the rvscarchcr can say 
is that Uiosc behaviours may have influenced certain outcomes in the research. Here 
researchers are faced with the Inevitable limitations of their methods - a problem of 
particular magnitude wlicn It comes to research in areas that arc essentially interpersonal 
and ifflcrociional, as in ihe case of psychotherapy and supervision. Thus experimental 
methods, while tensing out aspects of Uw process, lose information which tells us about 
the experience, both from the viewpoint of supervisees and supervisors.
Lambert (1974) too points out lhal future work needs to concentrate on the relationship 
of facilitadvc conditions in supervision to the growth of trainees and their ability lo help
The focus on modeling In the literature also signals the use of behavioural methods in 
supervision. 'scarch and practice. What is needed now is a systematic investigation 
through which the literature can begin to be characterised. When research is better 
planned and more comprehensive, in preference to Isolated studies, then findings should 
lead to a more efficient understanding and use of counselor training techniques.
Pierce, Carkhuff, and 13erehson(1967,in Lambert 1974) studied the extent to which 
supervisors’ level of functioning on dimensions of empathy, regard, genuineness and 
concreteness Influenced the development of these conditions in supervisees. They found 
that effective supervisors did not give so much information. Rather It was the quality of 
the relationship established with supervisees which helped them to learn and develop.
Uimbi'ii's (1974) compailxm liciwccn sujKivisory and counseling pmcowm »lso showed 
Him diiy-io-cluy iuiicilonlngol'counselors wiisonlmnccci by Ihcdklaciic iippnmch, while 
long-icrm llicrtipeiilic dl'ectlvcncss was more likely to be rclwctl io ihc level or condi­
tions experienced In the supervisory relmionslilp.
Ptiync ;iitd Grallnskl ( l ()08) looked m iltc n:liulonslilpbciwcen supervisor em pitihy and 
e/MMisclor in ipmvcm cnt, Beciuisc thcm plsi cmptitliy is known 10 bo Imporiiim In helping 
pin toms, ii whs felt ih.ti supervisor em pathy mlglti likewise Inlluonca supervisee cITcc- 
livencss. In their smdy, counselors receiving i!ie technic[u s-orlentcd supervision 
nc/ifcvvti xly iiifc iD ilj1 hlgitcr cmixiihy scoses limn those receiving the eounseling- 
orlcntcd sujwivlsioiv Hence Hie present ditui accords w ith Utai o f Nansen c l til. (1976) and 
indivaies iliai ad idaeilc. leehnlquc-oi ieined supctvlslon is superior locxpeiicm inl 
supcivfsldn in liit|irovtng iw im fclor empiilJilc Aik) contmiy u> cxpctiiiJinns, super­
visors Higher in cm paihy did not prove to bo more jwwcrlul reinfoicers w  might iwive 
k e n  anticipated in ;i tcdiniciue-appm uch nor did they prove to be m ore eiTociivc models 
:is might have burnt amiclpitted under the cotiiisulttiy cmicliitoH.
Payne and Grallnski ( l‘Mi8. p. 520) slute: "Although ;i techniques oriemntlon Is ftv- 
ijuemly disparaged as mcchnnisiic mid itriilleiHl. it piuduccd greater gains than die mniu 
commonly advocated counseling approach. It would (ippeitr tliul the llieorlzed threal and 
clisniptiveness ol Hie techniques oricntalion did noi prevent counselor learning." The 
piohlem with this study however, is its llmiicd inference value. In order to extend mis, 
ihc eflvci of ihc different types of supervision should he noted over« longer lime period 
(the study was completed wiihin a few hours). The validity would also bo strengthened If 
genuine clicms, mthcr than students, were uscdinihc ftiiurc. Payne and Griillnski ( i‘X)S) 
state howeve.' ihui the drawbacks to suiKivislon analogues should not prevent them from 
Ix'liii! u.sei! to supplcmvni research which is usually bused on live supervision. Analogue 
studies which arc ohcn contrived in terms of time and subjects, tii.sortiise tiuesilonstisto 
the dumhilll) (if ihc responses (e.g.. empathy) hoing tis.sessed.
Dirk 11')72) In a study to assess theel'I'ccls of stipervii-ion method and preference on 
enipallilc understtinding, found ilutl learned empathy was not comingent upon i-ecci\'liig 
the preivrred suixin'lstoii, fl/fhcmgli (ypc of svpcn-lsloi) min u sigDificm f'aaorin terms 
ol empathy levels. Those who received didticiic supeivislon wen; rated hi.iliei in cmptnhy 
level thnn subjects in other gmtips Ulrk (1972! also found ihui lenming during the etirly 
phases ol supervision was not contingent upon hcing supervised itulw trai<«x\pivFcnvil 
niCKle. i.e. mismatching of preferred and iiciual supervision did not deter learning in the 
early stages of supervision. Ulrk (1972) was unable lo state Him matching would neces­
sarily faoilliaie learning in supervision. Hiik's|l972) sludy also foundlhal,when (earn­
ing cmpaihi' understanding as the focus ol' supervision, the didactic approach was more 
favoured 'Inis finding thus concurred will) those of Payne and Grallnskl (I'M ) and
Hansen ct al (1976). II should be noted Uiougli, that this study made statements about 
learning, rather than about how cITcciivcly supervisees were able to translate what had 
been learned Into viable therapeutic practices.
On the other hand, Lambert's study (1974), in making the distinction between shon-imd 
long-term alms, comes closer to validating the assumptions Inherent in the psychoana­
lytic and psychodynamic approaches i.e. that the didactic approach might be more 
helpful in the immediate situation, but that overall, the experiential approach, and the 
relationship between the supervisor and the supervisee is what is crucial in promoting 
effective therapy.
By now it should be clear that there are strong similarities between the supervisory and 
psychotherapy processes and that problems in research Into psychotherapy parallel those 
in supervision. With tills In mind, Oldfield's comments (1983, in France 1988, p. 6) 
provide us with ideas about die directions which research into these areas should be
Research effort has, therefore, been heavily weighted towards factors which 
may be clear to study, but which may also be of doubtful relevance, since they 
are almost exclusively drawn from the preconceptions of the researcher rather 
than from die experience of the client. The undirected responses of people to 
open-ended questions about tlieir experience promise to give rich but possibly 
unmanageable material. Nevertheless, It Is likely that here lie the most fruitful 
starting points for understanding the complex process of therapy.
9. SUMMARY
In summaty, the literature review presented here has attempted to identify and explore a 
number of Issues which arc central to the aims and practices of clinical supervision.
In terms of alms, the literature revealed a number of different approaches to supervision, 
depending on what supervisors Iropc to achieve through their work. In social work a large 
part of supervision is spent on case management, whereas in psychotherapy, supervision 
Is frequently designed to help psychotherapists to better understand, support and help 
their patients.
In rite literature a debate emerged as to whether supervision .tiiould be didactic or experi­
ential, However, it was also pointed out ihat taking an either/or approach raised a syn­
cretic dilemma as supervision is neither purely didactic nor purely experiential. The 
rcsenrciicr In the present study supports the views of those authors (e.g., Cohen &
DeBetz 1977, Ekstcin & Wallcralcin 1972, Frijling-Schrcudcr 1970, Solnll 1970) who 
believe dial supervision is a multifaceted process which in-ludes a didactic component 
but which also Involves a relationship between supervisor and supervisee. Some authors
(c.g.,Frijllng-Schreudcr 1970. Gross Dochrman 1976) emphasised ihc relationship 
between supervisor and supervisee as being Hie crux of supervision. This is especially the 
case when Issues of iransfcrciice and countcnransfcrencc arc acknowledged and used in 
supervisory practice.
In tliis chapter a developmental approach was adopted to illustrate the stages that are 
likely to occurin the development of the supervisory relationship. Characteristics of each 
participant were also outlined, along with the possible problems and aims of each stage,
A rurtltcrdcbatc also emerged around whether, and how, to wo* with transJcrcncc, 
countcnransfercncc and reflection processes in supervision, Kaslow and Friedman (1984) 
believe that pointing out countertransference Issues slwuld only occur later in the super­
vision while Maulnson (1977) cogently argues that this process should be instituted right 
from the start
Lastly, some issues around experimental and pre-cxperimcntal research were examined. 
Although these studies have yielded some interesting findings, it was pointed out that the 
methods used arc often reductionistic and of questionable validity.
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C H A P T E R  T H R E E
M ETHOD
1. INTRODUCTION
In the present study the questions of interest to the researcher were:' What is the experi­
ence of supervision?' and 'What is it about this experience that contributes to making 
supervision effective?' These questions were motivated by an attempt on the part of the 
researcher to form an understanding of subjects' experiences of supervision. Based on 
this understanding, the researcher hoped to arrive at a formulation of some key aspects of 
supervision which make It an effective method of communicating and teaching- the 
practice of psychotherapy.
As this study is concerned with a particular aspect of clinical psychology, i.e. the trans­
mission of therapeutic skills from skilled psychotherapist (supert isor) to trainee 
pyschothcrapisl (supervisee), a descriptive, interpretive method was considered more 
appropriate than the traditional experimental approach. This method was seen as appro­
priate because of the similarities between supervision and psychotherapy and also 
because much of the research that has been done has lost the richness of the experience 
while trying to measure, quantify, and isolate certain aspects that shed light on the 
effectiveness of supervision.
A. The Imenlew
Because the personal experiences of supervisees were to form the basis of the data to be 
gathered, the researcher opted for a method not loo dissimilar from that experienced in 
the clinical situation i.e. a more personal exploratory, verba! exchange - a dialogue 
situation, referred to here as an interview.
The use of the interview was seen as providing a situation in ultich people could explore 
and reflect on their own experiences. In this way the data-gathering shared similarities 
with both psychotherapy and supervisory situations. At the same time the researcher, 
having been a member of the group she was studying, was careful to keep the interview 
situation as open-ended and non-directive as possible through the specific questions 
posed to subjects and by refraining from any unnecessary comments which might influ­
ence subjects’ views on their experiences
It was hoped that the use of litis descriptive, qualitative method would provide the richest 
and most resourceful means of arriving at an understanding of supervisees’ experiences 
of supervision. Wit, his understanding as the background, the researcher hoped to be
able m I'ullil ihc almsonhts study i.e. (a) 10 iclcnliiy, and (b) (icsciibe key conditions 
involved in the successful pinclicc ul clinical stipcivision and, based on these findings, 
(c) to make i-ccommcntiutions about stipcivisory practices belli spccilicully and In 
general. The researcher also hoped (d) to compaie and contrast her findings with those of
C. The ITeseriptive Quuliimivc Appmadi
The descriptive, qualitative method employed here was seen as being broadly shunted 
within die philosophy, pnttdplcs md pmabe* embodied in an c.visicniial-plicnoincjiol- 
ogic.tl psychology, 'litis approach provides an alternative to a traditional, empirically- 
oriented psychology. "ExisicniUilIsm, as a fomutl philosophical school, seeks to under­
stand the human condition as it manifests itself in our concrete, lived situations" (Valle 
& King 1978, p. 6).
The phenomenological psychological approach views any approach which is totally 
subjective or totally objective as limited in scope, and confusing and distorting of the 
very phenomena which ii seeks to describe and/or explain.
To arrive at causc-effcct relationships is the aim of a psychology rooted in the natural 
sciences and using an experimental methodology. Implied in this attempt is linear 
temporality. Valle and King (1978, p. 14) state that “The cxlstcnlial-phcncmcnologicnl 
psychologist rejects the notion of causality in its lincaror ntiditivc /aim i.e. rejects t/K 
belief ihat change is initiated and directed by external events. Titus the individual is 
studied without the proposing and experimental testing of causc-cflcct relationships." 
Because the notion of linear causality is rejected as a basis for studying the individual, 
hypothesis Jormalion and cxpcrimcnlation with all that they imply (e.g., control groups, 
independent and dependent variables etc.) arc also rejected. Hypotheses are not used 
because "they imply something hidden is producing (causing) lhal which is apparent" 
(Valle & King 1978, p, 15).
lire implications of some of the assumptions Inherent in litis approach lead to the devel­
opment of a psychology which is "a middle ground, or in a more active sense, u thrusting 
between the purely objective and purely subjective approaches which have taken form in 
psychology" (Valle & King 1978. p. 14). This was also the intention of the researcher in 
the prcsem study who wished to avoid the traps ofreductionism inherent in experimental 
methods. Instead she wished to employ a method thin would allow for iwih the richness 
of the data as well as the necessary rigour which would lend the research an acceptable 
degree of validity and gcncralisabilily.
2. SUBJECTS
All eight subjects were members of the M.A. Clin. Psych. Programme at the University 
of Ihc Witwatcisrand in 1987 and were colleagues of the researcher who was herself the 
ninth member of that group.
There were seven female subjects and one male. The researcher was on good terms with 
all of the subjects who had expressed their willingness to enter Into the research with her. 
Both the good relationships and the interest expressed in the common experience of 
supervision facilitated the subjects’ ability to be open, both to their own experiences and 
to the researcher during the interviews.
Subjects were drawn from the class of M.A. Clin. Psych, students because they had all 
worked in groups of the same size (three members to a group) and had all been exposed 
to the same supervisors. The third gtoup, composed of black students who had had the 
same exposure to supervisors as the other two groups, was additionally exposed to a 
black supervisor, All subjects had thus had the same basic opportunities with regard to 
the practice of psychotherapy and supervision.
3. CONDUCTING A PILOT STUDY
A pilot study was undertaken to tea the method of data collection as well as the appro­
priateness and value of the questions. Two M.A. Clin, Psych, students from the previous 
year’s group (1986) were asked to answer the same question, namely:
I am going to ask you a question about your experience of supervision during the first 
half of this (last) year. Can you describe in as much detail as possible an instance in 
supervision which you found particularly useful?
One subject was asked to supply a written response while the second subject was inter­
viewed by the researcher, Both were also asked to comment on the value of the question 
and the value of their interview or writing experience.
The results of the pilot study indicated that ihc interview situation provided much richer 
data and that the experience of tlie interview itself could be facllitative and therapeutic to 
lire subject. In commenting on the process, tire subject stated that she had enjoyed the 
open-ended nature of the question and fell it had allowed her to arrive at her own under­
standing of the value of supervision. It had also provided her with the opportunity to 
identify and focus on specific issues related to her own suprvlsory experience. She said 
she had also found the interview situation beneficial and she thought it important that she 
had been prevented from writing any notes during the interview. (At the beginning of the
Interview the subject lutd warned to wiile notes before conversing with lire researcher. 
This, however, was discouraged). At the end of the interview, the subject said she had 
fell enriched hy having to think nboul ami share her experiences of supervision,
In eomiast. the written response did not prove to be as rich a source oi material ami die 
subject slated that she might have fell mote focused if the questions had been more 
directed mid explicit, This subject said she believed it had been inhibiting to ponder over 
answers to die i|ucsltons, and she believed it would have been better simply to write as 
spontaneously as possible. The researcher Imciprcted this response as a difficulty with 
the method (writing) rather than one Inherent in the questions and believed that the 
interview situation had specifically fostered dial spontaneity,
4. TllKRESEAHCilQUIiSTlON
Arriving at suitable research questions was not a simple matter. Many possible questions 
emerged, e.g. Describe an instance in supervision which enabled you to lake your thera­
peutic work forward'.1 Describe your experience of supervision in ihcM.A. Clin, Psych, 
class? Describe an instance In supervision wlicn you felt you had really learnt something? 
Describe the positive aspects of yourcxperienee in supervision?
While all these questions were regarded as valuable, each was limited in some way and 
none was sulficiemly open-ended to tap the most essential aspects which contribute to 
the ellcctiveticss of supervision, while also allowing subjects to mention negative experi­
ences if they felt these had occurred and had been an Important part of their experience lit 
supervision.
The researcher's Intention in framing the questions was to ensure that they were essen­
tially opcn-cmled so that tlroy would tap a broad spectrum of the experiences subjects felt 
had made supervision worthwhile. At the same lime, the questions also had to allow for 
possible negative comments about supervision.
'Hie questions that finally emerged were:
I am going to ask you a question about your experience of supervision during 
the first half of this year. Can you describe in as much detail as possible an 
instance, or instances, in supervision which you found particularly useful?
Interviewees were next asked:
Are there any other comments you would tike to make about your experience 
of supervision?
Ai the end of Uie interview, subjects were asked to comment on ihcir experience of the 
Interview and on the value of the questions.
5. CONDUCTING THE INTERVIEWS
The pilot study was completed and analysed by October 1987. ITie interviews with 
subjects were carried out in November and December 1987.
All eight subjects were asked tlic same question in audio-recorded interviews which 
lasted approximately forty to sixty minutes each. Subjects were informed about the 
nature of the research and the interests of the researcher. All subjects were willing to 
share their experiences with the researcher. The interviews took place in comfortable 
venues at times and places agreed to by the subjects, Stringent assurances of anonymity 
were given and subjects were assured that the tape recordings would be disposed of at the 
completion of the study. No time limit was stipulated.
During the interview some subjects were unsure as to whether they should name specific 
supervisors. As the purpose of the present study was not a focus on any particular person, 
but was aimed at identifying and understanding core features of supervisory practice, 
subjects were in no way required to identify supervisors and the choice was left to their 
discretion.
In some cases the interviews seemed to imitate a quasi-therapeutic process. Firstly, they 
resembled an individual therapy situation in that there were two people in the room, one 
of whom (the subject) was there to do most of the talking. Tlic other (the researcher) 
listened as receptively as possible and made comments designed to encourage subjects to 
clarify or elaborate on statements they had made. Subjects also described and reflected on 
personal experiences in much the same way as they would in a personal therapy situation, 
'n  some instances this seemed to create a sufficiently 'safe' environment for subjects to 
talk about painful experiences and to feel better about sharing them, One subject, for 
example, said: "It was hard to talk about tlic positive until I’d talked about the negative, 
And 1 guess because of th; negative experience it was hard to talk about the positive until 
I'd almost, uh, cos I'd nr cr really talked about just how awful that (negative experience) 
actually was,"
The Interview also provided an opportunity for reflection in a way which seemed not to 
have occurred for most subjects before. In reflecting on Jie interview with tlic researcher, 
the feme subject said:
1 think the thing with supervision. I'm just realising as you're asking me these 
questions. It's quite a deep tiling, you know. It's not a case of taking your 
maths homework and having someone tick it or cross it and then having
someone say. 'All well, iliis Ix the pan where you made Hie mistake.' Ii’sqnile 
personal anti you're quite involved and iheic's a lot of you being discussed al 
Mimt level. It's noi jusi - ok. mis is what's Imppening wldi ilw client • because 
you're ilwrcon film or on iiudlotape and you're in the room. So you win, so 
you're kind of - theiv'sa lot of you ihm ii seems to lie about, you know. So ii 
really is <n.'ic u personal ihing.
Flnnlly. die subjeci rcllevied ilmi llte inieivicw with the researcher hud been “quite
Another subject said; iicen nice reflecting (his way. Somehow, in nil rtiiswlWng, I 
led iike I've pm it all together for myself. It's almost been therapeutic."
This» sis a Ivelint! eeiitvd by ihe reseinelier who also enjoyed the shined aspect of the 
task, aiul who was sinuiliaimisly liclng aliorxled the opportunity 10 mtikc sense of her 
own e\|xnencv ol s«|ieivision as subjects identified ami discussed various issues. These 
iwues will be discussed in more detail in the Chapter Four (Results) of this study.
Once the interviews were completed. I he researcher listened loilie tapes a number of 
limes lo lamiliarisc hereell thoroughly with ihc material. Out of this listening, a variety 
til llienK". wcrv Ideiilincd. These Included (lo mention but a lew] the following issues:
t. Comments on tlw experience of working In a su|icrvision group.
2. Comments on iltc experience of having n pool otsupervisora,
.1. Comments on the supervisors' use of various icchimiucs during supervision.
•i. Comments on the supen-isors' use <>r ihcoiyiicul Inpul during supervision.
5. Comments on the experience ol suppon/emotional holding in supervision.
ft. Comments on ihc experience of the relationship between llte supervisors (inti the
su|X-ivisecs.
7. Conmienis on tile experience of growth In supervision.
K. Wiiat supervisees believed was expected of them by supervisors.
V. Wiiiii supervisees ex|Kcietl Tixim their suiKi visors.
10. Wiiat other iis|)cels ofihe training course in general did supervisees believe had 
conirihtileil lo milking supervision clkxiive.
11. Wiiitt prohlems were exiwriciiced In supervision.
I I  Oilier ilicmes.
13. C'immentson llte experience of the interview in which this data was g... urcd.
l-'uiiiier careful listeniny enabled the researcher to roll nc ilwsc llicmcs into the rollowiny
categories of supervisee experience:
?. Supervisee fell cmoiioimily "mefhy the supervisor, i.e. s/he felt understood, ac­
cepted, respected, affirmed and lield.
2. Supervisee valued input tiint iKlped him/her to cope in the therapy situation. Practical 
input (e.g., role plays, modeling, technique demonstrations) and theoretical Input (e.g., 
dynamic explanations, journal articles) were seen as an important pan of supervision,
3. Supervisee (tit suptrrolor, was a personally gromhiW experience.
4. Close contact with, and direct exposure to the different personalities of the supervisors 
had a direct bearing on the supervisory experience i.e. the personal Interaction with a 
supervisor affected the supervisee’s ability to use the supervision.
5. Continuity of supervision over time, an well as consistency of supervisors' perspec­
tives were Important features in tlie value supervision had for supervisees.
6. Problems experienced In supervision.
A seventh category • The value of being in tire group • was later added.
D. Assessing the Validity of the Categories
Having Atracted what were thought to be die essential aspects of subjects' supervisory 
experience, the researcher presented the refined list to two psychotherapists who had 
agreed to assess the validity of the identified categories.
To evaluate the validity of these categories, the two assessors were asked to listen to a 
random selection of the audiotapes in order to sec wlicther they agreed with the catego­
ries that had been Identified.
The four audiotapes to be played to the assessors were selected by means of a random 
numbers table, The researcher then met with each assessor Individually to play the 
selected audiotapes. Assessors were also handed a list of instructions (see Appendix A) 
which, having given some background to the study, instructed them as follows:
Although a grid of suggested themes has been provided I would like you to 
remain as open as you can to any other possible themes that may have emerged 
in the interviews.
As you will see, the grid lists a number for each supervisee as well as the 
identified tim es. When you hear material from the interviews that you believe
fils one of the available categories would you please indicate this by placing a 
lick in the appropriate column.
If, while listening to the material, you identify a theme which does not already 
appear on the grid, would you please list it under the column marked 'Other 
Themes' together with a brief definition of what you mean.
In each case, the assessor was presented with a grid of the identified categories. Bach 
audiotaped interview .vas assigned a number (see Appendices B (I) and 00 for Grid), 
Both assessors concurred with the identified categories Indicating that they were relevant 
and accurately reflected the experience of supervisees.
The findings of the research will be discussed and analysed in more detail in the follow­
ing chapter.
CHAPTER FOUR
RESULTS 
1.INTRODUCTION
In this scction, (lie results of tlic present sludy will be examined. Firstly, the data-goiher- 
ing technique will be mentioned. Tlicn the method of processing and analysing the data 
will be explained. The method or validating the analysis will also be explicated and 
discussed, Finally, tlic results of tiifs study will be explored and an atlcmpt will he made 
to meet the aims which were set out in chapter one, namely:
i) to describe Uie experience of supervision
ii) to identify key aspects of the supervisory process which arc vital to its effectiveness. 
The other two aims of die study, viz.
Hi) to compare and contrast the finding • of the present study with those of other studies;
iv) to make recommendations about supervisory practices both specifically and generally 
will be discussed in Chapters Five and Six respectively.
2. GATHERING THE DATA
As stated in Qiapter Throe, Hie ditta were gathered from audio-taped interviews con­
ducted with eight subjects who were all first-year M.A. Clin, Psych, students In 1987.
The data gathered in the interviews consisted of the subjects' responses to a main ques­
tion (see Appendix A) concerning an Instance or instances in supervision which they had 
found particularly useful. This question was designed to elicit information that would 
shed light on supervisory practices that were most useful from the point of view of the 
supervisee,
A funher question (see Appendix A), even broader In definition and more open-ended, 
requested subjects to make any other comments they wislied to about the experience of 
supervision. Tills question, ahliough a secondary one. was regarded as Important in that it 
allowed supervisees to mention any negative experiences ihcy might have had. This 
nspcct had been excluded from the firet question because tlte main aim of the present 
siudy was to gain an understanding of those aspects of supervision which proved to be 
most useful to supervisees. However, It was thought duit a better umlcrstandini; about the 
effectiveness of supervisory practices might also be possible if supervisor were aware of 
whm supervisees had found io be counterproductive and ineffectual in supervision. With 
this awareness, supervisors might wish to amend some practices and curtail or ovoid
3. ANALYSING THE DATA
Being a qualitative, descriptive study, the researcher needed to find a way of organising 
Die audio-taped dam so that lltc unique features of supervision might bo gleaned from the 
subjects' individual experiences wiilrout losing the richness of the material or becoming 
too rcductionistic.
To achieve this, tlic researcher listened attentively a number of times to the recorded 
interviews until she was familiar with die data. From this process she formulated a series 
of categories of experience which were either common to a significant number of the 
supervisees, or which seemed to embody some key feature of supervision.
In order to assess thv validity of these categories and to ensure that her own biases had 
not obscured Uie data, the researclier approached two assessors (both clinical psycholo­
gists with experience of supervision) who were asked to listen, independently of each 
other, to Die same random sample (four out of the eight tapes) of the recorded interviews. 
There were two objectives to this method:
i) firstly, the researcher wished to establish whether the assessors concurred with her 
about the categories tiiat had been identified, and
ii) secondly, tite rescarchcr wished to establish tlic extent to which the two assessors 
agreed with each other about the validity of these categories.
If agreement was high, the researcher would assume that the categories site had identified 
were inherent in the data and not a product of her own biases or imagination. However, if 
agreement between the two assessors was poor, the researcher would have lo return to the 
data to re-evaluate her findings.
Tlic researcher met with the assessors independently. On both occasions each assessor 
was presented with a grid rctlecting the categories of experience and tiw subjects, each 
Identified by a number (see appendices B (i) and B (ii)). The assessors were asked to tick 
the experiences which they thought subjects had mentioned in the interviews. When the 
completed grids from the two assessors were compared, the amount of agreement be­
tween them wits found to be very high,
For Category A - “Supervisee felt emotionally "met" by tlic supervisors, i.e. s/he felt 
understood, accepted, respected, affirmed, and held" ■ both assessors agreed that all four 
subjects had mentioned this experience.
For Category B • "Supervisee valued Input that helped him/her to cope in the therapy 
situation. Practical input (e.g., role plays, modeling) and theoretical input (e.g., dynamic 
explanations, journal articles) were seen as an Important pan of sujxitvislon" • both 
assessors agreed tliat all four subjects had mentioned this experience.
For Gilei'f’ry C • “Sii|XTvisco fell supervision was ;i i^irtmully growihl'ul cxpcricnte" • 
lx)lh iiswssdre I greed tluil all cxccp! Stihjcul Two hml mem loncd ihlscxpciiencc.
R irC m cgoiy  D - ,‘Clraic aminci wills, und tlii'ccl exposure lo, llic dilTciviii pcwonalliiBS 
di lhc siijitivlsors Imd n dlrvcl bearing on ihc supervision experience, I.e. lltc persomil 
inicraciion will) miporvkom iilTeeied live supervisee's ability lo use llic supervision" - 
Assexsoi A agreed wlih lltc caicgory for nil four subjects, while Assessor I) agreed will] 
the cmcgory for llutc subjects.
Category I:-"Comimiily of supervisors over time as well as consistency cl supervisors' 
l>ers|X'vilves were Imponmil liictoi'K in the value supervision hud lor su|>ci visees" - was 
sugyesivU by the I'irsi assessor umlcr Hie headiny "Other Ttancs". He fell ihis ihemc run 
ihrouyli tlie I'ommcDixol nil the supervisees. This suggestion was Ibimulaicti ini.ou 11 lib 
categi)i) and included on tlie .second assessor's grid. Assessor B agiwd Ihal all subjects' 
comments icflcclcd this experience.
Under "Other T1)cmcs,\  Assessor B lull that the group experience had also been a com­
mon one for the subjects and should have been Included as u sixth category of experi­
ence. However, Assessor A Iclt that both the expcriencc of growth and that of being m a 
group were itol essentials of supervisory prncticc, per sc. Me fell that the experience of 
grmvlh was mare ;t consei|ucnce of effective ilierapy mthcrthan something which made 
therapy elieetlve. lie also lelt that being in it group had hud it bearing on the supervisory 
expvriencv, bin once again, was not intrinsic to the practices which in ihcmselvcs, make
'llic researcher, who had ulso Imtl similar reservations about Category C - “xu|Kivisioii as 
a growtliful expcricnce", nevertheless retained it liecause relcrences to "growth" were 
found to be either Implicit orexpllcli in mewt of the interviews and also bccntisv :hoy did 
provide an imllcaior ol' the criecil'’ciiess of the supeivision. The researcher's icscmuions 
alvwt Cmcgory C centred on her dislike of the term "growth" • an Imprecise, blanket 
term which, through its lack of rigour and coincmjX'iaiy irencliiiess, may obscure as 
much as it attempts lo reveal. Thus the author found herself In nfivcmcnt with Hillman 
11983. p.K-liwho remarked that "... gmwiii has become the foolish metapsyehology offal 
men it) ti tltdlnljijl culline". Rjtniuj's (1980, p. 57) comments o)i llic term also re fleet 
some of llic problems Inherent in using i t : t h e  populnr word "growth” seemed to he 
maivclouslyadapiiiblcto the needs of the moment. It could mean anything from batting 
at your thesis advisor to adopting a theoretical pcrepcciivc ..."
The iVM'nn.'heriiiKl also originally considered including ihe group cxperlcncc In the
cntcgorics, but had ihen, for ihe same reasons as those given by Assessor A, excluded it  
However, a discussion with Assessor B convinced her that, while not necessarily intrinsic 
to supervision perse, being in n group for supervision had ncvcrihcless been an impor­
tant feature of the supervisory experience for subjects in the present study and ihus 
needed to be taken into account and discussed. Thus category F - The value of being in a 
group - was included.
• t  -neral, agreement between the two assessors and between the assessors and the 
rcsuarclicr was very high, which lent validity to die categories of experience identified by 
the researcher. These, plus Categories C and F were retained by the researcher. The rest 
of titis chapter will be a systematic description and illustration of the six basic categories 
ofexperience.
4. EL.'. . ATING THE IDENTIFIED CATEGORIES OF EXPERIENCE
In the sections that follow each category of experience will be named. Illustrations of 
these experiences drawn from the interviews with the supervisees have also been given. 
Because there arc sometimes a number of examples of a particular y  .ericncc, the 
researcher has used one or two here, while the rest have been placed In Appendix C 
where they have been numbered in a way that links them with the examples in the text.
I) Category A.
"Supervisee fell emotionally "met" by the supervisors, i.e. s/he felt understood, accepted, 
respected, affirmed, ru-d held."
This category referred to an Interpersonal aspect of supervision, in particular the way in 
which the emotional needs of supervisees were dealt with by supervisors. As supervisees 
gain cxjicricncc, this emotional support may not have the same affective valence as it 
holds for them at the beginning of their training. However, in the early stages, this 
feeling of being undcisiood, and of being good enough as therapists is vital if supervisees 
arc to overcome their feelings of Inadequacy in order to learn to trust thclrown percep­
tions and Judgements, Thus, by identifying with their supervisors, and developing what 
Casement (1985) calls an 'internal supervisor1 supervisees will ultimately be able to rely 
on themselves.
If we view the trainee therapist in a developmental sense, then at the beginning of the 
training process s/he is ratlicr like an Infant in some aspccis of his or her development. In 
Winnlcott's (in Davis & Wallbridge 1983) theory this stage, referred to as "tlic holding 
phase." is "equivalent to tite stage of being merged, or of absoluir dependence". Winni- 
cotl notes thal at tills stage of development cgo-suppon is a continual need of the grow-
ing child, and al times, of Ihc adull (Davis & Wallbridgc 1983, p. 106).
Winmccu cotnmcnis on the woy In which people in ihe helping professions are engaged 
noi so much in "a directing of the individual's life or development but an enabling of ihe 
icndcntivs ihai are hi work within liic individual, leading to a natural evolution based on 
growth" (Davis St Wallbridgc 1983, p. 109). Tills observation applies very clearly to the 
relationship between the supervisor and the trainee therapist. For the task appears to be 
not so much one of directing the supervisee, but rather one that demands a delicate 
balance where the supervisor provides concrete direction whilst simultaneously allowing 
the supervisee to make use of this at his/her own discretion and pace. In this way the task 
of the supervisor involves offering help in a manner which neither inhibits nor under­
mines the suixv-.isec especially with rrgard to using his/her own intuition and abilities.
In 'It • icrvicws with the ressartitcrsewr, of the eight subjects suited that they had 
eixed nmc support Irom the supervisor (Appendix C/2). However, all the subjects 
siioec of feclinr inadequate, incompetent, Sapless, and at times hopeless about their 
abilities ,.!!•■. tplsts (Appendix C/3). It seems tiiat to enable supervisees to feel ade­
quately .uld cr ir'lerstood in the beginning stagy of sivy.ivisionis an ettrcmely difft- 
wlt '.nd ch.ili^,.yi.'g;isk for supervisors who mus; contain the persecutory fears and 
a.:xiet'c.', which cm at vracjsccm overwhelming to.supervisees. What becomes apparent 
'ran- ' '-ic- -iev/s however, is that the supervisees, without being conscious ot it, had 
in fact. iceivcA' ’jme hcl'Jing, and that it w y this holJiag which, at least in part, helped 
ihtr.i tt.rough tlw'rpsrsccutory anxieties so th it they oju!d continue to develop their 
fVuv .ly  skiih (A;,pendix C/4).
Tfie quciiivn mat aritei here is whether anything more ca,i tx  doiic to ?liay some of the 
fwt: '.r.d clisccmfort supervisees .-.peril nre al 'his early stage of 'he training?
A I'unl-.er question anses as to how supervisors shi-ul-i ne.il iviu- supervisees’ feelings of 
dependence. Should the accent be on tranJi'i; opuvisccs tol>e self-reliant and independ­
ent, even if this feds hansh in tlte beginning, or should supervlsuis allow the dependence, 
and act to .'fissure supervisees.' WVtiis more, it is questionable whether these positions 
arc mutually exclusive.
Casement (1985, p. 171) suggests a very useful distinction betwa-n needs that need to be 
met, and wants. Bearing in mind the similarities between supervision and psychotherapy, 
the following observation is very pertinent to the issue being raised here. "Patients re­
enact these different stages vf growth in the coursc of therapy. The iheraplst should 
thr-.iurc try to distinguish tietwven libiditial demands, which need n- be fmstratcd, and 
growth needs which need to be met. I believe some therapeutic opp.mtifdtics are missed
when therapists fail to recognize when it is growih-necds which are being presented for 
ncccssaiy attention."
Anotlier important aspect of supervisees' perceptions of the holding they received was 
the ambivalence which characterised their comments. For example one subject said: 
"Supervisors were giving support. They comforted you that what you were doing was not 
that wrong. They would also talk about their own experiences with clients and that 
supported me that I was going along ihc right lines." In the same Interview however, the 
subject also commented that she had found supervision "very scary" and "intrusive" and 
that she had feared supervisors "would meet at some point to discuss about who is doing 
this and who is doing that, and I felt that if I wasn't competent enough, maybe there was 
going to be a lot of criticism.’’
Perhaps in answer to the question about what more could be done to allay the early 
persecutory fears, almost all supervisees expressed a need for some positive feelback to 
help them deal with their feelings of incompetence and inadequacy (Appendix C/5).
They would listen to a few minutes of the tape, and say stop there, and then 
they would just talk about that, saying many things about it. I felt like I did 
wrong, wrong, wrong, and that in that ease, the rest of the session must also 
have been the same. 1 needed positive feedback too.
These seniimcms were echoed by another subject who said: “I didn't feel that 
the material f was presenting was being acknowledged as reasonable working 
material or reasonable therapy. I was presenting my failures for a particular 
reason and maybe the hope was that somewhere underneath it, they would still 
find something positive, to help me along the road. And even when I felt I was 
presenting something better, 1 never fell it was acknowledged."
The ambivalence inherent in this subject’s experience is again revealed when 
she subsequently mentioned that, “supervisor X contained a lot of my anxiety 
and held me so that I could hold my client."
Casement states (1985, pp. 132-3) that "there arc times when people cannot cope (and) 
the help being searched for is ... ways for a person to be available to help with these 
difficult feelings.... In more human terms what is needed is a form of holding, such as a 
mother gives to her distressed child. There are various ways in which one adult can offer 
lo another this holding (or containment). And it can be emciaJ for a patient to be thus 
held in order to recover, or discover maybe for the first time, a capacity for managing life 
and life’s difficulties."
In terms of support, vii • ubjcct said she did not want to be reassured, neither did si* 
need supervisors to say nice things to i> rr. because "that didn’t feel supportive or helpful.
1 needed something more concrete than reas! vranccs. I needed containment and struc-
Dcsplit: Hicsc commciHs. which illusii-nte the cxicul ol'ilw pcrticcuiory nnxiciics which 
su]>civlscc8 cxpeviencc, imd ihc rcsulUmi iimbiviilcncc ihat ihis infuses limi ilicir reunion- 
ships with suiwivisors. sonic holding must have been Uicre, though perhaps not 10 Die 
cxicm th;it stihjeets wished, iKcause all cxccpt one stibjea staled,inonc w;iy or another, 
thin they Unit ‘veil able 10 benefit froin supervision and dial they had grown and devel­
oped during the yetir.
H is as well l(> point out here ilvtt the researcher lias omitted the supervisor' names, 
although in the interviews she left Ihc question of supeivisors' anonymity to each subject 
10 decide what s/he was comfortable wiih. The names have been omitted here hceausc the 
rescan'her lielicves t|uilc firmly tliat the aim of this sludy is not a pcrsomil te, raiher the 
iiitenlion is to identify and examine the nvrils and demerits of certain supervisory 
practices. No do-ibl certain sujwrvisors will recognise ptirtieularevents and the Involve­
ment of certain supervisees. But the researcher can sec no useful purpose being served by 
any breach of tlie conlidcnliality of tile supervisory siiuution. The researcher also believes 
that jum us stijwrvisees must leant lix)m UieirexiKrienees and mistakes, so 100 with 
su|icrvisors. who can only do so if they are given the chance to reflect on any problems 
nrcrilii'ixms in a \ak\ non-threatening way, Hence, all supervisors here will be referiTctl 
in a1- Suiicn-isor X.
'Hie researcher has also, when (cl'cniny to subjecis in the present study, kepi to the 
reiiiininc gender. 'Iliis Ins iwen done to piutecl Ihc tinonymity ol'tlie single male In the 
class, whose comments v.ould otherwise be identifiable and attributable 10 him.
"Supervisee valued input that helped him/her to copc in the thvapy situation. Practical 
input Ie.g., role plays, modeling) and theoretical inpul (e.g., dynamic explanations, 
journal aniclcs) were seen as an important part of supervision."
'Iliis descriptive category is largely srir-cvidcm tis it relates to the value of didactic inpul 
for supeivi.sccs - all of whom fell it was vital and had aided them enormously, especially 
«(iltc iK'gimiing iviien d?c}' Id/ they IimI so little la oticr by way tifthcirom thcoivticitl 
knem ledge andlhcrapcwk skills.
'Iliree supervlsei's siwinvatly mentioned the value of Mile plays, which they fell h;td 
allowed ilium to come lo terms in a 'real' way with problems they were encountering in 
therapy. For instance, one supervisee commented on how role plavs had helped her hi
Some of ihc supervisors die role plays. I played the part of my clfent and (hey 
jusi worked ilirough il and worked round ihc kinds of excuses my diem would 
give. Often you feel lhal the client’s got this incredible power and supcivisors 
suggest, ‘Say this,' or 'Deal with that,' but somehow it doesn't get you any­
where with the client who says, 'Oh no, I don't agree,' or ‘I don't know 
anything about it,’ and then die opportunity's gone. So it was very useful to 
role play the denial of what was going on, and my almost accepting it. It 
almost empowers you to feel that you can actually carry on, because I know I 
back down, and to have someone role-playing not backing down - that was 
really important for me.
Four supervisees also mentioned how they had learned from the modeling (Appendix CZ 
7) wliich supervisors had provided. This was based on the way in which supervisors 
behaved professionally towards them in their supervisory sessions as well as instances 
dial occurred in supervision, For example, one supervisee mentioned how site had been 
told to point something out to her patient, and that she had believed that to do this once 
was sufficient. Nonetheless, she continued to present the same problem with that patient 
to the supervisor, week after week. And the supervisor, by continuing herself to point out 
what the supervisee needed to point out to the patient, had modeled ihc practice to her 
(Appendix C/8).
All supervisees also referred to the necessity for theory in helping them to understand the 
processes that were ongoing In tiieir patients as well as in the therapeutic relationship 
(Appendix 09).
The second half of the year was better because 1 could deal with issues in 
therapy using the theory, and in a way it was more practical. Without it I found 
it very difficult to comment on anything,! felt like I had to grope around in the 
dark. With the theory I felt so much more organised and I  could use it for the 
therapy sessions. I felt 1 worked much better that way. Having the theory 
allowed me to be more myself -1 didn’t fee! so lost, it would have been much 
better to have It from die beginning of the year ‘cause I don’t think 1 would 
have fell like I was groping around so much,
Another supervisee revealed how ambivalent feelings • of admiration and envy • can 
accompany an appreciation of the skills supervisors have to offer (Appendix C/IO).
Die understanding lhal (lie supervisors had of dynamics, not only their theo­
retical but also their practical knowledge, that kind of'suss' and that insight, 
that incredible insight, for me that was incredible, not only valuable, it was just 
awesome. 1 felt in toial awe of their knowledge and oftiteir ability to make 
sense of something, That wealth of information made me feel totally inade­
quate and almost unprepared for going into supervision. Granted I had some 
theoretical background, but it didn't feel like the right amount or the right
Two supervisees specifically mentioned how tliey fell ihc failure to provide tiicm wiih 
proper di.ignosilc tools for assessing a patient for a psychodynamic therapy had been 
frustrating and negative cxpcricnccs for them. This omission also had a very significant 
bearing on the previous category - the feelings about being held emotionally. In this 
instance both supervisees attributed ilicir frustration to feelings of being continually 
misunderstood.
One of ihem said:
I am angry with the supervisor that they did not leacti us aboul assessing the 
client for psychodynamic therapy. I felt very frastrated because of this. It made 
me feel I was a /allure. I had a patient whose problems were concrete. If they 
had said, 'Try and ascertain if she is fit for psychodynamic therapy or not.'it 
would have been much better for me. (Appendix C/1!).
Tills kind of experience leads to a breach in the supervisee's feelings of being emotion­
ally held and consequently of feeling adequate.
Three supervisees alio mentioned the value of aids like the Client Intake Form, (which 
requires supervisees to fill out details of their experiences around the first session with a 
new client) (Appendix C/12). Supervisees said it had clarified aspects of the session for 
them and had also shown them how they had fomied their own impressions and fantasies 
prior to the initial meeting with the client.
HI) Category C.
"Supervisee felt supervision was a personally growthfuf experience.’’
Most of the awareness of the fact that supervision had been growthful was implicit In 
supervisees' comments. Six supervisees spoke in terms of nuting a change between ,i)w 
they felt at the time of the interview and how they had felt at tite beginning of the train­
ing programme. In this sense, conducting tin interviews was very rewarding for the 
roseareher because, as supervisees rvflected on their experiences, some of them also 
realised how the interview had helped them gain a perspective, or to see just how much 
they hod changed, and how differently they were feeling at the time by comparison with 
their feelings earlier in the year.
For example, one subject said: “It's easier to realise just liow useful it has been and just 
how much I have learnt and now being aware that my therapy has really changed quite 
dramatically since the beginning of the year.”
Another said: “Wlicn I think of how sponge-like I was In the beginning I would have 
taken It all hook, line and sinker and not used myself in anyway, so maybe it was better 
that they let us develop ourselves. There arc more positives now than negatives which is 
very dirTcrent to where I was at six months ago.” (Appendix C/13)
ivj Category D.
"Close contact with, and direct exposure to the different personalities of the supervisors 
had a direct bearing on the supervision cxpcrlencc, i.e. »e pcreonal interaction with a 
supervisor afTcc/ed ihe supervisee's abffily to use the supervision."
As can be discerned, the categories whidi have been arrived at serve to some extern as 
umbrella terms for a number of related components which contribute to a particular type 
of experience. However, the categories are still fairly arbitrary, and if die experiences had 
been arranged from different viewpoints, the categories may have been somewhat differ-
For instance. Categories A and D are closely conncctcd in that they deal with different 
aspccti of the interpersonal relationship between supervisor and supervisee, It seems that 
the ••holding" aspect of the interpersonal relationship may be a precondition for the kind 
of interaction that is referred to in this section- France (1988, p. 83) mentions how in her 
own therapy, she needed first to be mothered, before the analytical work could take
In this section of the results both negative and positive experiences had a strong bearing 
on the way in which supervisee’s felt they had Interacted with supervisors,
■The amount gT trust (hat was tiuiii up in these rriniio.ishto, as well as the theoretical and 
therapeutic sophistication of supervisees also appeared to have a bearing on tiieir atti­
tudes toward supervisors and the extent to which supevlsecs were able to acknowledge 
and work with their own coumcfiransfcrcncc feelings.
Theoretical and therapeutic sophistication refer here to the fact that some supervisees had 
been In their own therapies for some time and were familiar with the concepts of projec­
tion, identification, transference, countcrtransference, and rcficction. Other supervisees, 
wtio had had been less exposed to therapeutic practice and theory, were not so concerned 
with ideas of this nature, particularly with the countcrtransference. Being in group 
supervision also affected the way in which some supervisees felt about using the supervi­
sory hour to expose their own positive and negative coumctlmnsfcrencc reactions (this 
will be dcnlt with in Category h).
No matter how supervisees construed tlie supervisory relationship, It seems that the
Inicmciion wiih iliclr supcnlsors ori".n lind deeper Implicnilons than supervisees realised. 
One subject remarked: “I recall that about the middle of the year I was taking a loi of my 
own feelings about the supervisors to my own therapy and not realising before that what 
an Important rote they were playing in my own life."
Those who had felt very supported in supervision seemed to have made good contact and 
to have had fairly easy interaction, with supervisors, For example, a subject who had 
been able to take her mistakes to supervision and fell she had been helped without having 
to feel a failure, said:
I found it easy to mu to the supervisors. 1 was able to tell lire supervisors when 
1 walked Into lire session, ‘Look at this. I want you to look at me in this 
session, what am 1 doing wrong?’ or, T want you to look at the client, what is 
die client saying that I'm not picking up?’ 1 found that easy to say, easy to ask, 
knowing 1 wouldn’t be shouted down, because i didn’t know.
Another spoke specifically about Iter feelings with regard to the inequality In the relation­
ship between her and the supervisor- • ’ n this had meant to her:
As I went on, the relatiom. . equal, particularly with Supervi­
sor X where 1 started off a it then it became a more equal type
of relationship and that fell be,., ported a bit more with the others
towards the end. You know, from huv.ng idealised their prowess. 1 think that 
changed over the year for me. I don’t think I started off in such a down posi­
tion with X, or he didn’t make me feel that, which 1 valued.
This Inequality tr die relationship was also reflected In the comments In Category C 
above, where a subject was simultaneously awe-inspired by die insights of her supervi­
sors which also contributed to her own sense of inadequacy,
Once again there is an overlap of categories - while Categories A and D are related in 
terms of the interpersonal experience, Categories D and E overlap in the way in which 
having continuity and consistency enhanced the understanding and relationship that was 
able to develop between supervisors and supervisees.
One particular supervisor, through her consistent use of a specific theoretical framework 
and her clear-cut behaviour in the supervisory liours, was able to provide supervisees 
with a sense of holding, containment, and consequently, a safer relationship within which 
to work. Three supervisees particularly mentioned die value of this supervisor’s approach 
and the safety she had provided (Appendix C/Id), This sense of safety seems to have 
derived from Iter provision of both an interna! (emotional holding) and an external 
(systematic, consistent) structure. Tltcsc subjects also mentioned liow tlioy had benefited 
from the way in which this supervisor had made them aware of their countortrnnsforencc 
feelings (Appendix C/M).
The most useful tiling for me In supervision was looking at what was happen­
ing in tltc sessions that made me respond in a particular way. It's what 
prompted you to say those tilings, not just what the client was doing, but what 
the client was doing to you, There Is a lot that's your own as well, like expec­
tations of the type of therapy we should tie doing, And It's Important to look at 
what you think you should be saying or what was happening in you that made 
you say certain tilings, And titut's where I think supervision that looked at that 
was the most useful,
Anotiier subject was introduced to the value of acknowledging her counierlrrnisfcrcnce 
feelings through a dilTcrenl supervisor's approach (Appendix CIS),
The relationship of trust in the situation also had a bearing on whether supervisees felt 
comfortable with tltcir own feelings towards their patients I.e. their couMcnransfcrcncc 
feelings, However, while some subjects felt comfortable to acknowledge these feelings, 
few wanted to work with them In the supervisory situation - which was also not encour­
aged by supervisors (Appendix QT6).
One subject remarked: "You've got to Just trust die people you're with. You've got to 
just trust them all, You've got to be sufliclcntiy trusting and confident to take tiic bad 
moments as well as tite good moments." This subject had had a negative experience with 
one supervisor in a group situation (which will be described In Category F) which site 
said had temporarily interfered with her ability to trust that supervisor, However she fell 
that she had regained die trust oiler she had received some positive feedback from the 
supcrv'w. She said: “I think It affected tltc supervision (with that supervisor) for a long 
time and it made me defensive although I came across as compliant."
Four subjects felt lliey had benefited from another supervisor's non-judgementa! and 
accepting approach which had allayed some of their persecutory fears of being judged 
and criticised.
Also arising out of the trust that develops was the feeling among four supervisees that a 
parallel process, akin to therapy, had sometimes occurred for them in supervision. They 
felt rlw somefhing c supervisor had pointed out had been of therapeutic value to them 
personally (Appendix C/17),
One supervisee spoke of how she had appreciated working with tire reflection proms In 
supervision,
And even if I fell that I was presenting something better, I never felt It was ae-
knowlcdgtxl. Which mirrors wlml I was feeling wiih the client as well, In terms 
of my never being sure whether they were feeling better or coping better. It 
was a parallel procss definitely throughout. Even our reaction in the group as 
to how hard we worked In supervising one anolher with the supervisor seemed 
to mirror what the client would do to one In the session. From that aspect, I 
know I learned a hell of a lot
v) Caicgrvy E.
“Continuity of supervisors over time as well as consistency of supervisors" perspectives 
won: important /actors in ihc vuliic supervision held for supervisees.’'
Seven out of the eight supervisees referred to issues related to continuity and consistency 
(which has to some exicnt already been discussed above). Continuity here is used to refer 
to the supervisee's ability to take each session with one client to the same supervisor, 
over time. Consistency refers here to the way in which a supervisor handled supervision 
i.e. did s/he change appronches and theoretical frameworks in an attempt to show the 
supervisee that there were many dlffonsnt ways of seeing the situation, or did s/he stick to 
one particular tlicorctlc.il system, no matter what situation the supervisee presented for 
elucidation? This could vary to some extent in that some supervisors made the distinction 
between their basic theoretical understanding and possible different ilicrapeuiic re­
sponses.
More supervisees (si* oul of eight) found continuity of die supervisory process over time 
more of n problem than consistency of framework (three supervisees mentioned this 
Appendices C/I 8 and C/19).
One subject put It very clearly:
The ongoing process from session to session was very Important. In our group 
wo presented our sessions to a particular supervisor and only if we needed to 
change, then we did. Tlut helped more than going to different supervisors 
every week 'cause then you'd have to tell her wliai happened and what the 
Olher supervisors had said and after that you had to go onto a different supervi­
sor again anyway. So I found It better to present to one supervisor, that was 
very Important forme. It was valuable to listen to otlier opinions but I felt that 
the ongoing process was really important. If you presented to one you had that 
contact. It gave me more of a sense of being able to follow things going on.
Another supervisee summed tip her experience thus:
Supervisor X was absolutely theoretically clear and very consistent. She gave a 
framework. Utat actually carried over Into the otlier supervision whciv there was 
less clarity. With her gone trying to achieve that clarity Is vciy difficult, I feel 
more comfortable with a rigorous frame wo* and a rigorous theoretical proc-
css. Willi the other's there is less consistency and It's harder to know what 
one's doing. Ongoing monitoring was also very containing. Going for long 
periods without supervision was very difficult. Supervision allowed you to 
kecpon going - In a sense It undoes Hie bad you feel you might have done to 
your patient.
A third supervisee spoke of the effect of some supervisors' more eclectic approach to 
supervision:
The newer supervisors were very enthusiastic and not nearly as rigid, but they 
jumped around and I fbund that quite confusing. For instance on one occasion 
you’d get a more kind of gestalt input and then the next time you went lo that 
supcivlsor you’d have a more kind of analytic thing and I found that Jumping 
around quite confusing, which left me floundering a bit (Appendix Cy20>.
Throe subjects mentioned that there had been periods where they had not had sufficient 
supervision and this had been problematic for them (Appendix C/21).
vij Category F,
"The value of being in a group."
The group experience on the whole was regarded as a positive one for five out of the 
eight supervisees who commented on similar aspects i.e. the sharing; being able to learn 
from watcliing or hearing each other’s different ways of conceptualising problems and 
working therapeutically; the value of being exposed to other patients and learning about 
pathology IndlrecUy through the presentation of these patients by other supervisees.
One subject summed it up tills way:
Learning from another's supervision, tite kind of interaction, the kind of input, 
the exchange of ideas, the cross-pollination that that all leads lo where you're 
not only getting a supervisor's Input but a colleague's input as well. Asking 
them how they would have handled It and also seeing how they handled their 
clients, In a way you benefited vicariously, learning about different pathologies 
and dl ffcrcnt ways of handling" (Appendix 022),
However, for two people, tite group experience had been problematic. One subject in 
particular spoke about an experience that will be reproduced Itere In full, because it was 
harmful and because it illustrates a number of llic pitfalls am' problems of working in 
group situations, It is portraits also Important to make the distinction here between the 
smaller, more intimate groups of three supervisees, and tite larger group of all the super­
visees, which Is being referred to in tills example.
I had a problem with the group, Tlie very first session was disastrous in a way
cm, With ihc other': Uicro Is less consistency and it's harder to know what 
one's doing. Ongoing monitoring was also very containing. Going for long 
periods without supervision was very diffl''", Supervision allowed you to 
keep on going - in a sense it undoes the b t. ',  ju feel you might have done to 
yourpntienu
A third supervisee spoke of Utc cffccl of some supervisors’ more eclectic approach to 
supervision:
The newer supervisors were very enthusiastic and not nearly as rigid, but they 
Jumped around and 1 found tha! quite confining. For Inasnce a> one occasion 
you'd get a more kind of gestalt Input and then the next time you went to that 
supervisor you'd have a more kind of analytic tiling and I found that jumping 
around quite confusing, which led me fioundcring a bit (Appendix C/20),
Three subjects mentioned that then: had been periods whore they had not hud sufficient 
supervision and tills had been problematic for them (Appendix 021),
vl) Caiegoiy F,
"The value of being in a gioup."
The group experience on the whole was regarded as a positive one for five out of the 
eight supervisees who commented on similar aspects i.e, the sharing; being able to learn 
front watcliing or hearing each other's different ways of conceptualising problems and 
working tlmpcuticallyi Uic value of being exposed to other patients and learning about 
pathology indirectly through the presentation of these patients by other supervisees.
One subject summed It up this wny:
Learning from another's supervision, Ihc kind of Interaction, the kind of inpul, 
the exchange of ideas, the cross-pollination that that all leads to where you 're 
not only getting a supervisor's input but n colleague's input as well. Asking 
them how they would have handled It and also seeing how they handled their 
clients. In a way you benefited vicariously, loa.ning about different pathologies 
and different ways of handling" (Appendix 022).
However, for two people, ;lm group experience had been problematic. One subject in 
particular spoke about an experience that will be reproduced here in full, be..,, ic it was 
Ivtt mtxil and because it illustrates a number of the pitfalls and problems of working in 
group situations, It is perhaps also important to make the distinction here between the 
smaller, more Intimate groups of three supervisees, and Ute larger gmup of all the super­
visees, which is being referred to in this example,
I had a problem with the group. Tiic very first session was disastrous in a way
and it made me feel so Inadequate and made it difficult for me to pick up on all 
the good things I've sot. !l was the first one presented In the big group (the 
entire class) nr)d I don't iliiiik we knew what we were doing. Everyone was out 
playing therapist. It was pretty obvious ii was a terrible session nrxl it jua fell 
like 10 have tills entire class of amateurs all desperately trying to ... Everyone 
was just Risking in ami saying, 'What about this'/'and "This is what's goltig 
on,’ - a wlvak. lot of sitings Heel w  ran only begin 10 say now, and the 
supervisor didn’t really hold it and make the distinction between the learning 
experience and what had actually happened to dre session, And it just fell like 
everyone was feeling they could have done a much better Job than I could. The 
guy wasn't coming back and 1 felt like I'd destroyed him and there was no 
chance of him coming back and no chance of my repairing the damage. It was 
just an extremely negative experience.
1 think this soil oftlilng can be rosily useful, but then It wasn't.... Although 
U\ey -wrcn'i telling ff* Uim, the message 1 carne out with was that I just have 
to do wliaicver Die supervisor said, I obviously wasn't going to be a good 
iliempist, and I fall very inadequate. V. «ww a gCTrora'.ly iraenslUvc tiling andl 
felt Uie supervisor really didn't undcrsland, I don't know if t ever really told 
her just how awful It had been, perhaps I should have. Now Vm able to set that 
a lot of helplessness and despair I felt was liow he (the ellcni) was feeling 
although I wasn't able to use it at the time. That supervisory experience was 
premature, not just for me, but for the whole group. It was vciy exposing • like 
everyone had found out how useless I was. Now 1 don’t feel those things, But f 
Uiink.it affected tire supervision for a long time and It made me defensive.
Another supervisee echoed some of the above misgivings about the way issues had been 
handled in ihe group coniexi (Appendix C/23).
One subject who believed that the sn.ill groups had been set up along racial lines found 
this a problem, although this dot;  not appear to have affected tlie overall experience of 
supervision Ibrany of the other supetvlsces, this was a problem experience for this 
supervisee and thus deserves mention hero. This supervisee n'.so poimcd out that tiie 
‘black1 group received additional supervision from a black supervisor. This was seen as 
courtKtpcoductlvc by this subject wlio fetv ihni supeivisccs were being trained to be 
psychologists, not ‘black psychologists’ (Appendix C/24).
Although there were many comments on the diff jultics and drawbacks to aspects of 
supervision, the researcher did not gain tlie impression that any of tlie problems had been 
Irreversible or that supervisees had not benefited a great deal from tlie supervision. One 
subject summed it up this way:
I’ve enjoyed supervision, I've enjoyed the challenge, tlie Interaction. At times 
I’ve felt frustrated. Their advice is sound but must be used more generally t.nd 
you slowly learn that you have to keep In touch with tlie client and Ural you 
can’t lake a supervisor's advice and slick rigidly to It In ti session, because It
faUs. One has to sift out and slick with Ihc client What was appropriate last 
week is perhaps not appropriate this week. It's a mailer of learning to discrimi-
S. SUMMARY
A. Description
In summary, supervisees gave a comprehensive and complex description of supervision 
which can usefully be viewed in terms of a developmental analogy. This involves seeing 
supervisees rather like infants who during the initial stages of training, described them­
selves as feeling helpless, inadequate, dependent, incompetent and sulTering from perse­
cutory fears about their own worth and their own sense of failure.
And like infants, supervisees expressed the need for a great deal of support and emotional 
folding. Many of them felt ihc support had been there but that it had been inadequate. 
What seemed to have alleviated some of these problematic feelings for supervisees was a 
structured approach to supervision which involved the imparting of didactic, pragmatic 
skills. This proved to be both emotionally holding as well as directly helpful in that It 
provided supervisees with practical skills and tools they could use in what was of ton a 
very threatening situation. Supervisees also believed that their anxiety would have been 
more manageable had there been more positive feedback.
At the same time, a few supervisees (either implicitly or explicitly) mentioned their own 
feelings of envy towards the supervisors whom they felt had so much to give. Paradoxi­
cally, this emphasised how liitie supervisees felt they had toofferto their patients at the
The introduction of specific theoretical input later in the year was seen as very useful by 
all supervisees, some of whom felt it would have been preferable to have the theory right 
from the stan. Some dissatisfaction was expressed by two supervisees who were angjy 
because they felt they had not been given adequate training in assessing patients for 
psychodynamic therapy.
Continuity of supervisors over time was also seen as extremely important along with a 
consistent theoretical approach by supervisors.
Over time, supervisees said they did have a feeling lhai they had developed as therapists 
since the beginning of the training where their persecutory anxieties had been so power­
ful. At the time of the interview, at the end of the year, most supervisees still seemed to 
lack confidence and to be unsure of themselves, however most, either explicitly or 
implicitly, expressed feelings of being more competent, more able to work on their own.
and more able 10 use ihcir supervision effectively.
Supervisees also spoke of the positive and negative aspects of supervision in a group 
context, some seeing die group as having provided a situation which had broadened their 
perspectives and exposure, while two supervisees found it destmctiVe and exposing of 
vulnerabilities and weaknesses. The group situation had also had a bearing on the 
countcrtransfcrcnuc feelings which some supervisors had very effectively pointed out, 
though none of them had worked with these feelings.
0. Key Aspects of the Supervisory Experience from the Point o f View of Supervisees
Supervisees' experience of supervision highlighted Ute value of emotional holding, of the 
relationship that supervisees developed with ihcir supervisors and how this alTected the 
way in which they were able to make use of supervision. Their experiences also pointed 
to the value of didactic, pragmatic input in the early stages of supervision, which was 
instrumental in imparting both skills and knowledge as well as a feeling of emotional 
holding to supervisees.
The difficulties of supervisees' ambivalent feelings, of their simgglc to trust themselves 
and their own intuition were also highlighted as was the task of supervisors in providing 
sufficient holding for supervisees at the beginning of their training. The importance of 
continuity in supervision and of consistency in theoretical perspectives adopted by 
supervisors was clearly demonstrated. Some benefits and pitfalls of group supervision 
were also illustrated.
The results raise an important question about whether supervisees' initial experiences can 
be made less anxiety-provoking or whether providing more holding and positive feed­
back to supervisees will merely increase their dependence and weaken a training de­
signed to make them confident, resourceful and self-reliant?
C H A P T E R  FIV E
DISCUSSION
tii this clvipicr Utc findings al'ihe present siudy wi’t be cxaminctl in ihc lii$IUol' lliost. 
reilcctal in ihc liicniluix: review.
As has pmhiibty be omc plain ihmughoul ihis suidy, clinical supcivitlun is :i inuUHnc- 
cied piiKCxs which i an be uppiondicd and practised In u vrncly of ways. The rrvj.s in 
Ihis sludy has been vn individual unci gi.jup supcivision where a psychodyiwmit or 
iwychonnnlyiic penp, clivc has been pi-edomiiianl. Im aiuilhesis, a behavioural approadi 
docs noi warrani ihc sane Lyix of invcsilgaiion Imo the imcrpcreonal aspccix of psycho­
therapy and supci'vision. Iiccau.sc il is by its very natsirc. directive and icchniquc-oricnicd 
willi Mule emphasis on ihc relaiionslilp Ikiwccii iherapisi and client or supervisor ami 
supervisee. Thus, inicrpcraemit issues arc siwciflc and intrinsic to ihc types of llicrnpy 
and supci'vision which arc being examined here.
I. INADEQUACY AND ENVY IN THE SUPERVISORY SITUATION
Tito Him category ol'supervisee experience in the present study was characterised by an 
mici-pc retinal aspca which dcaliwilh how supcivisecs experienced the supervision 
emotionally.
Kespiinscs consiiluling Calcynry A in ilie present study showed llmi support from 
supervisors was a inajoi issue lor all supeivisecs. Five oflhe cighl subjccis did not feel 
this had been Millkiem. while all supervisees mentioned feeling inadequate. Incompctcnl. 
helpless tinil extremely scir-doubiing in iheir role as tfierapisis.
Beroi-e cdimiicniing on ihis in ihc Ilyin ol'ihe litcrtuure, il Is imponaiu 10 note that 
subjects were .ill in their lirst year ol iraining and were recounling :lie experience of 
lieing beyinner therapists. Thus, emotionally, they expressed strong reelings ol' inaric- 
tjuacy, anxiety and helplessness.
In the supervisee characteristics outlined by Gaoni and Neumann (1974, in Chapter Two) 
this axpecl of ihc supervisees' experiences ol'vulnerability and dependence was con- 
limied. These regressive I'cclings were also documented by Ka.slow and Friedman (1984) 
who noted that the supervisory situation could necessitate the need amongst supervisees 
to conlront conllictual feelings about authority liguics. sibling relationships and auton- 
oni) and deiiendenee. r-"rijling-Sdirciider(l970) and Cirinberg (1970) alsolwlieve thal the 
group situaiion twhich will be dealt with in more detail Inter on) can lead to regressive 
processes ol envy, competitiveness and rivalry. Their point was explieidy eoiilimied by
[lie aubjcci who w.ix ntsic 10 acknowledge bolli her admiring mid envious feelings lowaitls 
Hie supervisors lor ihcir knowledge anti expedite. Gross Dochmiun (1976, p. II) also 
noted dial “nol only docs die su|«rvisor become die largcl of die sludcnl's ambivnlciiec 
lownnl nuihoriiy, bin ihc supcrvisoi-y siiuadon encourages regression and Hie mobiliza- 
donor UilimUlc eonniets."
Mew a very brief exiimination of Klein's Uicoiy on die nature of envy should to some 
cxicni illiimlnaie ihc complexity of the issue. Klein (1975, p. 182) draws a clear distinc­
tion bciwccn envy and jealousy:" ... Jealousy fenrs tolose what it has; envy is pained at 
seeing ;inpilKjt Iwvciliul which il wvvs for itself"
li miglu in firei apixarihal dicrc arc iwo kinds of envies oixiadng within the supcivisory 
comexi.Onc iy|>e apiicars in be a a)nsct|ucncc of the resentment supervisees may feel 
towards 'parental' supervisors who rc-cvokc childlike feelings ofhclplcssncss, inade- 
quaey and dependence in tliem. 'flic oilier manifestation of envy is related to the way in 
which su|icivisccs perceive and tespond to die ptofcssional status of supervisors who 
appear to "have Hall." However, the researcher sees no fundamental difference In these 
feelings which may lie directed at supervisors in their dilTorcnt teles, but which undoubt­
edly have their origins in the same sources within supervisees’ personalities.
In supervision, the Inequalities inhcivm in the situation can lead to supervisees' experi­
encing feelings of deprivation, frustration and lescnimcm at not having Ihc status and 
power attributed in Snporvbonr fn ortter to defend against these unpleasant feelings 
supervisees may need to undermine and destroy the supervision. This is explained in 
Klein's theory as ihc need for the infant (and later the adult) to split his/her 'objects’ into 
good and bad in order to deal with feelings of need and rage which arc a reaction against 
ihc dependency feelings occasioned by those whom the infant envies.
Klein points out that this primitive envy may be revived in ihc transference situation. As 
has hcen discussed in ampler Two there is a pioccss occurring in supervision that in 
many ways parallels tliai in psychotherapy (This win be discussed In greater detail 
lurihci' on). One of the sallcm features of this process is the transference and counter- 
transference feelings that occur between supervisor and supervisee, Klein's (1975, pp. 
183-4) example of what might occur in therapy is equally applicable to Ihc supervisory
hor instance: the analyst has just given an Interpretation which brought the 
pal lent relief and produced a change of mood from despair to hope and nust.
With som e patients, o r with the sam e patient ai oilier tim es, this helpful 
interpretation mav soon becom e the object o f destructive criticism . It is then no 
longer felt to be something good lie lias received arid Ims experienced ax an 
enrichm ent. ...T h e  envious patient begm dges ihe analyst the success of his 
work; and If he feels dial the analyst and the help he is giving becom e spoilt
and devalued by his envious criticism, he crmnot iniroject him sufficiently as a 
goodohjee! nor accept his interpretations wlib real conviction and assimilate
In supervision tills splitting may also occur so that one supervisor may become the 
■good’ one and anoiltcr the ‘bad’ one, In this way supervisees arc able to have their 
destructive feelings whilst retaining and preserving some of the ‘good’, It is important 
therefore for supervisors and supervisees alike to distinguish between genuine criticisms 
and the envious devaluations, characteristic of Ihepamrwid/scNztiid position, which 
supervisees might be expressing,
It is also important to now that the researcher has used a developmental framework in 
order to conceptualise supervisees' experiences in supervision. However, this docs not 
mean that these experiences arc necessarily of a linear nature. Rather, as in the Kleinian 
conception of development, individuals frequently move between paranoid/sdikoid and 
depressive positions depending on their circumstances and the emotional responses they 
have to them.
Another point that arises when examining the nature of the envious feelings that may 
characterise the supervisory experience is the way in which the educational setting 
Influences how supervisees feel about themselves. It is important toexaminc whether the 
supervisory situation differs significantly front traditional educational settings where 
inequality between teachers and pupils is inherent and implicit in the structure and 
functions of these Institutions. In the sense that teachers have the ’’goods’’ or the knowl­
edge to Impart to pupils who are on titc receiving end of the information, supervision is 
no different from traditional educational settings.
However, on closer examination, the supervisory relationship does differ quite markedly 
from the traditional educational relationship in two important ways. Firstly, in this kind 
of situation, rather than learning about something abstract and "oat there", supervisees 
am learning about emotional experiences - both their patients' and their own, The mate­
rial that is being workci^ wiih, in contrast to that In most other educational settings, is 
none other than the person of the therapist him/liersclf. Botcher and Zinberg (1988, p. 
800) point out that them are few disciplines in which, "tlte prime instrument to be tuned 
is the essential nature of an individual rather than a particular talent".
The other major difference between a psychotherapy training programme and that of an 
ordinary teaching situation Is that most often, people entering psychotherapy training arc 
mature students who arc likely to have been high-functioning Individuals In previous 
jobs or sellings. Thus some supervisees with previous status and recognition similar to 
that of their supervisors may, under different circumstances, have been their peers, Some 
supmviseesmay also be the same age, if not older, than their supervisors.
Supervisees have also undergone a rigorous selection process (this at the University of 
the Witwatcrsnuid, at any rate) where they have had to compete with many other appli­
cants for s place in the training programme. This suggests, and one assumes, that selec­
tors arc not merely looking for well-educated people, but also for people with a degree of 
maturity and good cmpathic capabilities. However, upon entering the training and 
interacting at an intimate level witn patients and supervisors, supervisees find themselves 
reduced to beginner status, having once again to find their way in unknown and very 
challenging territory. And despite their other qualities, tills lack of skill may lead to 
regressive, Infantile feelings of dependence.
The present research highlighted some specific issues which were related to the acute 
dependence feelings of the supervisees at this stage of their training. One subject, for 
example, mentioned how she had idealised the supervisors at the beginning of the year 
and how this had changed as she had developed her own skills and confidence in herself.
In this study it has sometimes been difficult to point to exact statements which reflect a 
particular issue. Foe example, subjects spoke of feeling inadequate and incompetent and 
of how little they felt they knew. They did not necessarily spell out or name these 
feeling;! as Idealisation or dependence. Thus the researcher often needed to “read between 
the lines" as it were in order 10 capture the essence of the experience rather than what was 
literally being said.
All subjects also expressed numerous misgivings about themselves and tbelr abilities to 
become therapists. These persecutory anxieties were seen by the researcher as arising not 
only from subjects' feelings about their own inadequacies
and fears of failure, but also from the fear of how they would be seen and judged both by 
their peers and supervisors.
The dual nature of supervisee relationships with supervisors, who on the one hand arc 
facilitators, and on the other, evaluators, has been well documented In the literature 
(Gross Dochrman 1976, Jackel 1982, Kasiow& Friedman 1984, Kraft & Kline 1976, 
Lcbovici 1970). In the present research, this was not articulated as a problem by all 
supervisees, though it was Implicit in a number of statements e.g., one supervisee said 
she had feared how supervisors would get together to discuss her inadequate performance 
(Appendix C/3). The group experience will be examined later, Four supervisees men­
tioned one particular supervisor whom they had valued especially for her accepting and 
non-jttdgcmcmat attitude.
Bamat (1980, p, 55) notes that, "More than the doubts themselves it is the constancy of 
doubt and anxiety that weighs on a training professional and may lead to depression. The
trainee may wonder If lie or she will ever fee! sufficient. Thu overabundance of this raw 
cxpcricnce is counterbalanced against the exquisite rarity of healing moments of wit and 
insight thtit seem to make the burdens of doubt more tolerable. Such restorative experi­
ences cannot be programmed into supervision. But they constitute crucial data,"
Having identified the proccss of envy at work within the supervisory situation, the 
question arises as to how supervisors may wish to deal, or not deal with it, as the case 
may be? Supervisees' envy of each other and/or their supervisors is particularly difficult 
for supervisors to point out. However, supervisees in their own therapy will have an 
appropriate context and the safety required to wort: with the primitive feelings elicited by 
the training programme, of which the supervisory situation is just a part
Finally, It should not be overlooked that mutual transference takes place in supervision as 
well as in Uicrnpy. Gross Dochrman (1976, p. 13) points out however, that in supervision 
“negative eountertransfcrcncc reactions in the supervisor arc more easily activated 
because the student may bccome a competitor."
2, SUPPORT IN THE SUPERVISORY SITUATION
As was mentioned earlier, tlie findings of the present study showed that support from 
supervisor was a major Issue for all supervisees, some of whom did not feel that they 
had received adequate holding at the beginning of their training If we take up the devel­
opmental analogy again, at this stage supervisees struggled enormously with their own 
feelings of Inadequacy which It seems, in some cases, were experienced as almost 
overwhelming. Here, once again supervisees appeared to be talking of infantile-type 
feelings characterised by a regressive sense of helplessness.
It may be, that in the face of the difficulties expressed around the supervisory experience, 
supervisors might feel the urge to choose one or other approach to supervision in an 
attempt to ameliorate some of the difficulties. Thus supervisors may be tempted to settle 
for a mainly didactic or experiential emphasis in the supervisory situation. Yet, what 
emerges most clearly from the findings in the present study is the Act that the didactic/ 
experiential dichotomy is definitely false and shortsighted.
Whpt became evident during tlic course of subjects’ reflections on their feelings of 
inadequacy and failure, was the contribution of didactic input to their sense of emotional 
holding and <mtdnmcni. Thus w o appimshss tra iittxtiicaUy linked. This is further 
clarified by an understanding that the issue is not only about whnt is being Impaned to 
supervisees, but also how this is done. Ail eight supervisees spoke oflhe value of didac­
tic, theoretical Input, while four subjects spoke specifically oflhe way in which they fell 
theory and didactic input had provided them with structure and emotional containment.
The other issues which they raised, i.e. continuity and consistency of supervisors and 
their thcoreilc.il approaches, could also .101 be viewed independently from the emotional 
effccis these hud on supervisees.
The emotionally holding value of the didactic input may also have if. do with the fact that 
when supervisees arc discussing and making sense of patients' experiences, there is a 
sharing with supervisors that puts the relationship between them on to a more equal 
footing. Whereas when supervisors, acting from cxpcricncc, suggest on interpretation or 
an Insight into what is happening inirapsychieaily to the patient, this can be quite intimi­
dating for supervisees who, at thot stage, arc generally Incapable of these insights.
With regan! to continuity and consistency of supervisors and their theoretical approaches, 
the data from the present study showed that seven of the eigbi supervisees had mentioned 
the issue generally; six had spoken of die problems experienced when there was a lack of 
continuity; and i’tcp. subjects had mentioned the importance of a consistent approach to 
theory in supervision. Those who had taken the same patient to one supervisor over time 
felt this had been a very bencficial experience while those who had presented the same 
palicnl to a number of different supervisors often felt confused and muddled. While 
Frijling-Sehrcudcr (1976) warns against the problems that can result from exposure to a 
number of supervisors. Botcher and Zinberg (1988, p, 801) note that one way in which 
"most training institutions try to counter the Inevitable demand on trainees to conform to 
a rigid outlook and help them retain their originality Is to give them several supervisors-"
Varghese’s (1988) point that U« experience of being understood allows the supervisee or 
patient a space in which to change and develop is an important one here. All subjects in 
the present study said that being given different aids (e.g., role-plays, clicnt-lmake forms, 
Utcory) and insights at appropriate times, whether they wen: pragmatic skills or more 
emotionally-based encounters with supervisors, did enhancc their feelings of being 
emotionally met in supervision.
One supervisee mentioned how a particular supervisor would often ask what the super­
visee wanted or needed from her that session, The supervisee said she found this 
enormously valuable, partly because it made her consider her own needs quite carefully 
before going to supervision and also because the careful preparation required resulted in 
her being able to derive much more from limited weekly sessions. Consequently she felt 
she often came away from those encounters feeling she had been met and nourished by 
tltat supervisor.
Reflecting more closely on the supervisees’ experiences of feeling so inadequate and 
dependent at the beginning of their training, it Is important to take into account what they 
believed would have ameliorated the situation for them.
tssuns lhal emerged were:
A. The Value of Didactic Input
As was shown in the results section of this study, supervisees valued didactic input in 
many forms ranging from the modeling implicit in the relationship wilh the supervisor to 
the role-playing which was specifically set up to help supervisees with particular prob-
i) Modeling
In the present study, supervisees perceived modeling as a useful and practical way 
of skills being imparted to them. This method, which is really intrinsic to the 
professional behaviours one expects to find from therapists in a therapeutic setting, 
is constantly there as supervisees leam from supervisors' behaviours. For example, 
when setting the limits and offering rcasssurancc, supervisors, who might at that 
stage take on parental characteristics, arc demonstrating to supervisees how to deal 
with the demands of their own patients in therapy. Professionally-related Issues that 
were either modeled or discussed Included dealing with fees, vacations and separa­
tions, and patient intrusions Into the supervisees' lives 
(amongst a host of other things). Supervisees considered this to be valuable, practi­
cal information which they could use in a number of different situations.
Han (1982) however docs raise the issue of tlte supervisor needing to be aware of 
the way in which providing direction can also encourage a passivity on the pan of 
supervisees. This is not necessarily a negative thing, but must be borne in mind su 
that it is used constructively to aid rather than hamper the supervisees' development.
In the present study supervisees did not seem, on tlte whole to have problems wilh 
passive learning methods, though one supervisee felt that she had sometimes 
followed a supervisor's advice when she would have done better ' j  trust her own 
intuition. Generally, liowcver, supervisees did not foci that directiveness on the pan 
of supervisors had been a problem. If anything, the message was that they would 
have appreciated even more directiveness from super. ■'• .t. One supervisee did 
however, comment that though tills approach migh.l - - .en more difficult in the 
beginning, it ultimately contributed toward her developing her own style and 
practices in therapy, Cohen and DcBetz (1977) and Jackcl (1982) have pointed to 
the fact that modeling is an underused but distinctly advantageous method for 
teaching trainees,
ii) Role-Plays
Not all supcrvlscM engaged in role-plays in supervision but the throe who men­
tioned them, spoke witli great enthusiasm about their utility and value, which 
seemed to reside not so much in the fact tltat supervisors were tcaclting supervisees 
anything new, but that supervisees had an opportunity to experience the issue that 
was being explored. Using role-plays enabled supervisees to demonstrate to their 
supervisors the problems they had been encountering with patients in psychothcr-
By role-playing problems and their potential solutions, supervisees were able to find 
personal ways of dealing with the situation. Unlike the more passive method of 
modeling, role-playing encourages creativity and spontaneity while building skills 
and confidence In trainees. Role-plays were thus found to be an empowering 
teaching method.
lii) Theory
Rcfcrc.'.es made by all subjects in the present study to the importance of theory 
within supervision again demonstrated how a didactic practice can have strong 
emotional significance for supervisees. Subjects mentioned how having theory had 
enabled them to feel more organised, more able to make connections, and more able 
lobe themselves In therapy with their patients ber - 'did not feel at sucha 
loss emotionally. It is possible that the pro"1^ - eal input may act
psychologically to help supervisees feel ti. understand and internalise
something which the supervisors have. In tliis way supervisees can begin to feel that 
they too have something which is theirs, and which they can contain and control 
Feeling more confident as therapists also enables supervisees to move from a 
dependent to a more self-reliant position.
iv) Diagnostic SkiVs
Two subject! hc present study were angry and disappointed because they felt 
they had not b -• taught adequate diagnostic skills and felt that this had had a direct 
bearing on some of the negative atitudcs they had held towards themselves as 
therapists. Tltcy had been attempting to do psychodynamically-oriemed therapy 
with patients who it seems were unsuitable foe such an approach. The researcher 
believes that the supervisors became aware of this problem and that it was remedied 
the following year.
It appears that there arc three issues Involved here: the first i mr.g the question of
icaclilng ndcquatc diagnostic skills, which Is Important but which will not be 
eniciet! into licrc; (he second being die necessity of making explicit the distinction 
between the development of a psychodynamic understanding and the different 
modes of implementing this perspective according to tlie capacities of both patients 
and therapists. Tie third possibility, which may not necessarily apply, but which 
needs to be taken into account hero, Is that of supervisee projecting their own 
feelings of inadequacy onto supervisors who, In turn, were perceived as having 
failed die supervisees in some way, Belcher and Zinberg (1988) also draw attention 
to problems which can arise for supervisees when ilw discrepancy between Ae 
personal freedom Inherent in what Is being taught and the rigidity of the teaching 
|d'ice&s goes unacknowledged. This they say, can lead to a great deal of conflict for 
supervisees, as may have been tiro case in the present study.
B. The Request for Feedback
Dm.i in the present study showed that all subjects felt very much in need of reassurance 
about themselves and the wo* they were doing. There is little stated explicitly in the 
lltemturc aboul the need for feedback. Rather, Anderson and McLaughlin (1963), Jackcl 
(1982) and Norman (1987) point to the need for a supervisory alliance in which a rela­
tionship of trust and containment is built up between supervisor and supervisee. How­
ever, the fact dial all subjects mentioned the need for reassurance poses a particular 
dilemma for supervisors, The dilemma concerns die effects which various responses 
might have on supervisees to their demands for reassurance and positive feedback.
For example, if supervisors decide to Implement some formal feedback procedure based 
on work in supervisory sessions (e.g., a report or meeting, every throe or four months) 
Uiis might help supervisees to gain a more concrete Idea of their strengths and weak­
nesses, together with a sense of their own development and progross; on the oilier hand 
this strategy incurs the risk of increasing the persecutory nature of the supervisory 
relationship. The researcher is, liowever, inclined to favour the first option involving 
formal feedback, be it positive or negative, as long as this is sensitively conveyed to 
supervisees. This suggestion Is made in contradistinction to that put forward by Hasscn- 
feld and Sards (1978) who, noting the dual loyalties of the supervisor's position sug­
gested a move away from the paternalism and power ambiguities inherent in the supervi­
sory relationship. While Hassenfeld and Sanis (1978) have raised an important issue, 
their solution is somewhat simplistic.
Allied to tlie idea of feedback Is tlie question of how supervisees are evaluated. In the 
school where the present study was conducted, supervisees are evaluated on a combina­
tion of tlworeticnl and clinical assignments. The theoretical ones are quite straightforward 
and consist of papers being written on a number of subjects ranging from ncuropsychol-
Iogy id iisychodiiignosilcs ami psychopmholofy.
Oil Hu- dlitlcnl side miwrvlnccs nrc cvalumcd on (he bnsis of nn imdloiapj of a llicrapy 
session wlilcli ilicy arc wiulrud lit submit loycilicr wlili ,1 ihcoiclicttl cxposlllon of die 
presciuing problrm mid ilic :ilms of the Uicriipy. 'fills miucrlul goes io an cxtcmnl super- 
visor for wnsUlciwlon nnti eommcni. Aiihls smyc wrlucn lecdbnck in ihc supervisee Ix 
usually qulie extensive. One subjcci incmloiicd ihtu the positive feedback xlie hiu! 
ivceived from the external evuluiitor had been very encouraging and bencllcliil to her.
'nils external eviilmtilon, which Involved the option ofti fcedbiitk session will) the 
vxtemiil supervisor, would probably Ik  even more valuable If die feedback sessions were 
rouilw .mil noi optional. Despite the titidloiapc submission being Hie officltil extimlntiUoit 
dl' ilieir cllnlwl \kllls, supervisees coinlnued to have, to ti grcntci'or lesser cxlcm, perse­
cutor) lecllnys of Ix'ini! judged In xupervlsloi..
,1.l'SIN<i •rilECOliN'riiR-rU'XNSiriiRENCE IN SUPERVISION
licsults ol' the prcscm study showed thin reelings of imsi had a dlrcci bearing on super­
visees' iihllitlcs tottcknowledge their counteitriinsference reelings, Imtlt positive mid 
negative, lowanls iltcir piitiems.
l-'our supervisees spoke specifically nlmut the vaitie oi'coumeriraiistei'cneu feelings being 
pointed out to them mid of the ptirticultir trust and res|iect tliey developed for supervisors 
who had worked with them in this way. One stild site had worked harder tor the supervl- 
soi who had shown lier the coimicrtmiisl'crcnce which she had found enormously valu­
able. And in the pilot study, the subtca who did the audiotaped interview praised Hie 
same supervisor for pointing out the workings of her countertransfcrence feelings in
In the literature mui'haiiimilon has been devoted in the issue of eountcnniiisfcrciice. 
Within psychoanalysis and psychndynamic theraiiy, transference and cotmicrtnmsl'cicncc 
leclingx are seen to he crucial to liio  tliei-i|Miitic and supervisory sliuailmis. Many 
authors have advocated that die centrality of these Issues means that on no account can 
tltey be Ignored and that they must he addressed In supervision (Anderson & McLaughlin 
IW3, Hetclter& Zlnlwrg 1‘JXS, Cohen & Delict/ 1977, Dcilcll I9ft3, Rijllng-Schreuder 
I TO). Clrlnherg l‘)7(l,Ciwss Uoelirman IV7A, llnrt IVK2, i hissenfeid <fi Sarrls IV7X, 
Jaekel l(JS2, Kaslow a  l-'riedmim Kmll & Kline I Wi. Lebovici 1970. Lower 
IV72, Miiiiin.ion IV77, Nadelson & Notnian 1V77, Norman l'«7, Soinll l«70).
"Hie debate outlined In tlie l.ltcrtiturc Review (Clinpter'l'wo of ilie pre.sent study, ceniivs 
on Hte issues ol whctbet counterlninstci'enee feelings are to be pointed mil to the super­
vise mid whether they atv lo he worked wiili therapeutically in supervision. Most
authors (Anderson & McLaughlin 1963, Cohen & DeBeiz 1977, Eksicin 1960, Ekstcin & 
Wallcrxicin 1972, Frijling-Schrcudcr 1970, Grinbcrg 1970, Grotjahn 1974, Kraft & Kline 
1976, Wagner 1957) agree lhat countcnransfercnec issues must be identified, but Kovacs 
(in DcBetl 1963) is alone in advocating the working through of these feelings in supervi­
sion. Ekstcin and Wallerstcin (1972) are particularly strong proponents of the commonly- 
held position which reserves an examination of the origins of countcrtransference feel­
ings for the supervisee's personal therapy.
Results in ilie present study showed that supervisors acted in accordance wiih the domi­
nant position in the literature i.e. they pointed out transference and countenransference 
issues to supervisees without aticmpting to woik through those feelings in supervision. 
Supcivisccs were not displeased with this. On the contrary, one supervisee rcmaiked that 
she was grateful that the feelings and privacy of supervisees had been respected because 
she would have found any further exploration loo exposing. She did however express the 
wish to be in individual supervision where she hoped to work more intensively on the 
patient’s material as well as the feelings it evoked In her (Appendix C/25).
Another supervisee remarked that working with the countenransference had helped her to 
sort out her own issues about responsibility and the need to have a life of her own, 
separate from her patient's demands.
Supervisees' transference feelings towards supervisors were also not dealt with in any 
direct way In supervision. The same goes for the supervisors" feelings towards super- 
visees. If supervisor arc going to point out transference and countertransfcrence feelings 
to supervisees, and if we assume that these feelings not only exist between supervisees 
and patients but also between supervisees and supervisors, then it seems essential lhat 
supervisees be required to be in their own therapy so that there is a place where these 
feelings can be safely examined and contained.
The results of Kaslow and Friedman's (1984) survey amongst supervisees and supervi- 
sors indicated that supervisees initially found working with the countertransference too 
persecutory. In their study, countcrtransference v-ork was found to be less intrusive by 
the more advanced students. Thus Kaslow and Fiiedman (1984) advocate that pointing 
out the countenransference be held over until a Inter stage of the supervisees' develop­
ment (sec developmental stages outlined in Chapter Two).
Sssrlcs (1955) and Gmtjahn (1954), white supporting tie need for ihe ccunlcnransfcr- 
cnce focus, warn that too great an emphasis on it shills attention away from the patient 
which can prove detrimental to the therapy. Betchcr and Zinberg (1988), on the other 
hand, note that if there is too much rcspect for supervisees' privacy, then supervisors may 
foil to recognisc supervisees' countertransfcrence feelings. However, supervisees in the
present study did not perceive the accent on counienransfcrencc amongst supervisors as a 
problem. Instead die results, for at least halt the subjects in the study, lend support to the 
views of Kraft and Kline (1976), and Solnil (1970) who advocate a sensitive approach to 
working with supervisees' countcrtransfcreucc feelings.
A point that might be speculated about here is whether being in their own therapy 
influenced supervisees' attitudes towards counienransferencc. Those who mentioned how 
useful they had found it, had all been in therapy prior to beginning the training and 
throughout that year. This may be important for two reasons: firstly, being in therapy 
may have provided supervisees with a situation in which it was safe to examine the 
origins of their own counicnransfcrcncc feelings, both positive and negative; and sec­
ondly, working within a non-judgcmcntai therapy may not only have made supervisees 
more aware of the influence of their own feelings on their interactions with their patients, 
out might also have added to their knowledge and sophistication about the process itself.
4. THE REFLECTION PROCESS IN SUPERVISION
From the discussion in the literature review and from the results ofihe present study, the 
processes of eountertransferencc and reflection (as used in the sense outlined by Searles 
(1955) and Mattinson (1977)) appear to be so closely connected as to be almost inextri­
cable. Whereas the countcnransfercncc in its pure form refers to the feelings that supervi­
sors have in response and relation to their patients, the reflection process goes one step 
further and attempts to examine how the patient’s unconscious motivations and desires 
are projected on to the person of the therapist who may then, equally unconsciously, 
reproduce these in his/her supervisory sessions.
One subject commented: "Even our reaction in the group as to how hard we worked in 
supervising one another with the supervisor seemed to mirror what the client would do to 
one in the session. From that aspect, I know 1 learned a helluva lot".
These were beginner supervisees who felt Ihey had gained substantially from identifying 
their own countcnransfercncc feelings and the reflection process that occurred between 
themselves, their peers, and the supervisor in the supervisory session. Thus Mattinson's 
belief that it is important to work with supervisees from the beginning of their supervi­
sion has been confirmed here. However, the other benefits of using the reflection process, 
i.e. removing the emphasis solely from supervisees to the interaction between them and 
their patients; taking the pressure off the supervisee; and using the reflection process to 
lessen the distance between supervisor and supervisee, do not appear to have filtered 
through sufficiently to supervisees.
The way in which supervisors perceived tltc aims of supervision may also have affected
Oic extern to which they worked with the counicnransrcrence and reflection processes in 
supervision. Further study on the issue might establish supervisors' attitudes about the 
appropriateness of working with the eountertransfcfcnce in the early stages of supervi­
sion. In the present study all supervisors did work, to a greater or lesser extent, with the 
coumcrtransfcrencc and reflection. However, one or two supervisors who gave centrality 
to these processes appear to have had a greater impact on supervisees. It would have been 
useful to know whether this would have been the case if supervisees had not themselves 
been ready to work in litis way. The answer to this question might account for the 
discrepancy bclwce. those who found countenransfcrcncc issues invaluable, and those 
for whom it did not seem to matter quite so much.
S. THE PARALLEL PROCESS IN SUPERVISION
Three supervisees in the present study spoke of how supervision had imitated psycho­
therapy for them. i.e. they fell that the interaction with supervisors had not only helped 
them to be more therapeutic lot their patients but had been personally therapeutic for 
themselves as well.
These supervisees mentioned how, in pointing out issues to them in supervision, supervi­
sors had been able to provide them with useful insights which sometimes ted to feelings 
of relief. One supervisee mentioned a discussion she and a supervisor had had about her 
anxiety in the therapy sessions. The supervisee fell that talking about this had helped her 
to such an extent that she was able to go away and look at the problem. This in mm 
enabled her to relax more with her patients which resulted in an improvement in her 
therapeutic woik. Anotiter supervisee mentioned how supervisors were guides much like 
her own therapist was her guide on her personal journey.
The therapeutic aspect of supervision was later repeated during the data-gathering for this 
study when one supervisee stated that talking about issues that had occurred in supervi­
sion had prompted some relief of painful feelings which she had not previously shared. 
Three supervisees said they had valued the opportunity the interview had provided for 
them to reflect quite consciously on the supervisory experience. Through this they felt 
they had gained fresh insights and now perscpeclives on supervision. Also out of this 
reflection on past experience during the interview, subjects were clearly able to see that, 
although they still felt inadequate and insecure, they had developed as therapists. The 
researcher believes that feelings of inadequacy are likely to crop up throughout thera­
pists’ lives as ft is the nature of psychotherapy to be constantly presenting (hem with 
new, and sometimes daunting challenges.
Again both psychoanalysts and psychotherapists (Ariow 1963, Jacket 1982, Norman 
1987) point out that there is a fine line between supervision and therapy, and that this is a
boundary llsal needs to be defined and not transgressed. Norm an (1987) spells out some 
of the dangers inherent in this, especially the unfairness of casting supervisees in the 
patient role while denying (Item the rights and freedoms accorded patients, Working 
psychodynamically with fears and fantasies is likely to aggravate the already complex 
regressive position uf supervisees. However, from the results of tltc present study super­
visors appear to be in accord with the general view in the literature and are conscientious 
about not mixing supervisory and psychotherapeutic practices.
Of course to hope to keep the two practices completely separate is probably naive, 
because, as pointed out before, supervision, and especially the variety that employs 
coumcrtransfcrencc and reflection processes, is aimed at working with the person of the 
therapist. Thus, supervision that draws the line bet ween itself and psychotherapy does not 
necessarily preclude supervisees from having experiences which may be valued at both 
practical and intrapsychic levels. The blurring between supervision and psychotherapy 
may also be more accentuated in individual supervision. However, as two subjects 
rcmaikcd, being in a group did contribute to keeping the supervision more impersonal, 
'fhc distinction which separates psychotherapy from supervision practices is the differ­
ence between pointing out processes that are occurring (e.g., countenransferencc), and 
working therapeutically with those processes - which is clearly the domain of psychother-
Frijling-Schrcuder (1970) and Grinberg (1970) talk about how group supervision can 
lead to rivalry and competitiveness, and although five supervisees spoke mostly of the 
positive aspects of the group experience, the researcher believes that supervisees were 
confronted with these feelings but that acknowledging and talking about them to each 
other was too threatening and difficult. This is another reason why psychotherapy (be it 
individual or group) is seen as essential for supervisees in training programmes.
6, METHOD AND LIMITATIONS OF THIS STUDY
When assessing the validity of the method used in this study, the question arises as to 
whether the researcher might have fallen between the two stools of phenomenological 
and experimental research.
The interview method and questions about the experience of supervision, though not 
purely phenomenological in form, did however produce rich and informative data which 
very adequately responded to, confirmed, and sired light on information in the literature, 
Because It allowed and encouraged subjects to reflect on their experience, this method 
differed from a purely phenomenological approach which discourages reficction and 
demands that the experience be recounted in much finer detail,
' i
Using ihc imcivicw approach and men Hie cmcgorisalron mclliod lo analyse Lite dma does 
nm appear 10 Iw e del me Led from Hie hehncssol'llic data gaihcrccl. In faci the mcthcxl 
was considered 10 oc the most appi'opmuc because of its quasi-lhcrapculie aspect and also 
Itcctnse the research was of a clinical nature. Experimental research, though it might 
have dealt with Issues of bins and subjectivity more adequately, would however have had 
to face the problem of the loss of a great deal of the richness that arose out of the interac­
tion fostered in the Interview situation.
Using an experimental method would thus have offered the benefits ol a high degree of 
objectivity at tire expense of Ihc rich personal detail which characterised each subject's 
individual experience. Banm{i9S0, p. 53) rcmnrks Uwi as is true in other branches of 
the social •cienecs "our discipline tends to sterilize the riant by distilling fact from 
emergent inclining."
The intention of the researcher was thus to use a method that would allow her lo feel into 
the experience ofher subjects in a global, rather than an arbitrary way. It was thought 
th.li the one-to-one interview would prove the best vehicle for facilitating a communica­
tion where subjects would feel at case to talk of experiences that were personal and often
Prom an experimental point of view this method also raised tire drawback of researcher 
bias, thus posing another potential source for loss of objectivity. Researcher bias was an 
issue and the researcher acknowledges that the topic did have a personal anti emotional 
aspect for her because nol only had site been a member of tire group her subjects were 
drawn from, bul she had also been exposed to similar supervisory experiences Recogni­
sing that die intimacy with her subjects was something of a double-edged sword (being 
potentially bcnelicial or disruptive to the research) the researcher look the following steps 
to counter some of lire difficulties around the issue of objectivity: 
at The questions subjects were asked to rcsixmti to were as open-ended as possible and 
hatl been tested in it pilot study.
b) During the interviews, the researcher had been at great pains not be directive or to bias 
the responses of the supervisees.
c) Once the data had been gathered and the researcher had silled through it a number of 
times in order to arrive at the categories ol'experience which she believed best described 
supervisees’ experiences, she enlisted the aid of two outside therapists to listen lo a 
randomly selected sample of the atid’otapcd Interviews, There was a high degree of 
agreement about ihc categories both between the assessor and between the assessors and 
the researcher.
Thus a degree of objectivity was knowingly forleilcd when choosing this descriptive 
approach in order to enable Hie researcher to gain the benefits that a position of closeness
io the subjccis and their cxpcriencc afforded her.
Although tills reasoning mny be unacceptable to an experimental approach the researcher 
shared the opinion ofMuyman (1976, p. 8) thai in eliniesJ psychology it is impoiUnl to 
develop a highly disciplined subjectivity. “Although our data may be highly subjective, 
our relationship lo tliose data may, must, be disciplined, meticulously empirical, as free 
of personal diatortion as we can make It, subject always to es much consensual validation 
as we can bring to bear upon it, and thereby ever/ bit as ‘objective' and ‘seicntilic’ as are 
the data in any other field of research."
Mayman (1976) also points out that quantitative data need not be excluded from clinical 
research, but that our approach to research should not be one that allows the tall to wag 
the dog. He echoes Bomat's (1980) concern that wc will not learn much about clinical 
psychology if wc employ research methods that niter out the essence of what is interest­
ing in the clinical data. Thus, says Mayman (1976, p. 8): "The domain of clinical re­
search needs to be defined by the uniqueness of the clinical daw themselves.”
It, the Literature Review a number of empirical studies were dlscusscd. Most of these 
tiled to assess the value of certain supervisory techniques by presenting these to subjects 
who, depending on Uw treatment they received, were llien asked to perform in a quasi- 
Ihcrapy situation with volunteers. Subjccis were usually rated in terms of Die levels of 
communication or empathy they conveyed and this was then is correlated with the 
method of supervision they had been exposed to. Although this sheds light on ways of 
conveying cmpaihic skills to supervisees, it greatly limits and fragments any understand­
ing of the supervisees' multi-faceted experiences of supervision.
Hansen ct el.'s (1976) findings that supervisors who directly or indirectly model faculta­
tive behaviour will be more effective and that didactic training is more effective than 
experiential training (Payne & Orolinski 1968) fall into the trap of trying to split the 
supervisory method from the relationship that supervisees have with supervisors. Al­
though they may be looking at supervisor style and showing how this affects what 
supervisees do in therapy as a consequence cf this exposure, these experiments were 
generally conducted over a very brief time span of a few hours and thus the true impact 
of the supervisee/supervisor relationship was lost along with tin understanding of the 
benefits thereof. It is also questionable as to whether empathy can be learned through a 
series of techniques or whether it in fact arises from a genuine concern and desire on the 
part of the therapist to understand Ujc experience of tiic patient
The reduction of the value of supervisory methods to the communication of cmpaihic 
skills is a patently insufficient indicator of the complexity of the supervisory situation, 
Tills approach also fails to tap many of the issues, specifically as they affcct supervisees, 
which have been Identified and discussed both in the literature and in the present study,
7. SUMMARY
What emerged most clearly from the results of this study is the fact that the didactic- 
experiential dichotomy, while useful in highlighting aspects of supervision, is a false 
one. Subjects felt the need for emotional holding as well as for didactic input involving 
the imparting of practical skills and tcclmlques. Gaining those skills, however, always 
occurred In ilic context of the relation ship that existed between supervisor and super­
visee. Didactic Input was also regarded by supervisees as pan r f  what lent containment 
and emotional support to them, especially at the beginning of the training when they 
were so unsure of them selves.
Gnoni and Neumann pointed (1974) out In their definition that supervision should be a 
learning process which Involved the therapist learning to use him or herself as well as 
acquiring more techniques and skills that would improve his/her therapeutic practice.
In the present study supervisees frequently drew attention to the value of being shown 
how iheir eountcrtransfercnce feelings were operating within the therapeutic situation, 
n ils gave them Ideas about how tliey could use themselves as instruments. Supervisees 
were also aware of hotv hard It had been in the beginning to inisi ihcmscJvcs and their 
Intuition. One supervisee in particular had mentioned how she had learnt through trlal- 
and-crror that she had to trast her intuition. Learning to trust one's Intuition paradoxi­
cally also seems to require a degree of experience, something not yet acquired by the 
supervisees in tills study.
Solnlt’s (1970) approach to supervision as being a process that examines empathy, 
theory, teclmiquc and the relationship between the therapist and the patient also under­
scores a number of issues raised by subjects in this study. Many wanted structure and felt 
this was imparted not only by it being visibly tiiere in the supervisory situation (e.g., set 
meeting times and particular procedures to be followed) but also implicitly, Subjects 
mentioned that theory had helped them to feel contained, to gain clarity, and that It had 
given them something to work with anti hold on to when they felt at a loss.
Although the icsearcherhas expressed her antipathy to the concept of growth, subjects 
did reflect that iliey had changed over tiic year. They had been through a very Intensive 
experience which many felt they had not had a chance to digest or rcllcct on much, 
Participating in the interviews hat} given tiiem this oppoflunily and through this pnxcss 
all had discovered or confirmed for iliemselves that they had Indeed come some distance 
since tlicy took their first tentative and often terrified steps Into psychoiherapeutic 
practice.
While supervisees felt they needed more support and fccdbuck from supervisors and that 
supervision wns more useful if it was dealt with by the same supervisor who maintained 
a consfsien! approach, supervisees fcit greatly enriclied by working witti ihc coonicrvans- 
fercnee and reflection processes. Tlierc were also negative and positive aspects to the 
group experience which could sometimes be threatening and persecutoiy while at other 
times it proved to be a great source of learning and sharing for supervisees.
CHAPTER SIX
CO N CLU SIO N  AND RECOM M ENDATIONS
1. THEORETICAL RELEVANCE O f TltE PRESENT STUDY
Tlic results of Ub present study were found, on ihc whole, to have a very good fit with 
i/ie psychodynamic and psychoanalytic views presented in the literalun; review. Tills is 
probably no chance occurrence as llic clinical scciion of the school wlicre Hie research 
was carried out is known for it’s psyclioUynamic ortenUiUon. However, not all supervi­
sors whom supervisees were exposed to were psychodynamically-oricnteci to the same 
extern. A basic psychodynamic framcworic was adopted by all but this ncvcrUicless 
allowed room for a good range of variety anti versatility amongst supervisors - both in 
their personalities and their styles of work.
One could speculate what might happen If psychodynamlcally-oriented supervisees were 
to receive supervision from bchaviourally-oricnied supervisors. While supervisees might 
gain from the directiveness and practical cognitive input characteristic of this mode of 
supervision and tlwntpy, they may feel fmstratcd at the lack of in-depth fonnulation and 
understanding offered about the patient's intrapsychic experiences.
It Is difficult to know what kind of relationship might develop between supervisor and 
supervisee as this will also depend to a large extent on the personalities end Interests of 
tiic individuals concerned. As was staled in Chapter Two, the personality of the supervi­
sor is vital to the success of the supervision, Thus, if the supervisor is a warm and caring 
person who tries to meet the needs of tlic supervisee, then s/he is likely to have some­
thing to offer, especially at the beginning of the training when didactic input seems to be 
of such great importance, both at an emotional and pragmatic level. Based on the find­
ings of the present study, one might however expect supervisees to feel the absence of 
the opportunity to work with transference and countertransference issues in the supervi- 
slon which Implies thai they will struggle to conduct psychodynamic therapy with their 
patients.
Tlic outcome of supervision between n psychodnamicaOy-orfcnlcd supervisee and a 
behaviouially-focused supervisor Is likely to have features in common with the study 
carried out by Pierce el a!, (in Lambert 1974) who found that in the short term, super­
visees' day-lo-day functioning was enhanced by a didactic inpul from supervisors, 
although long-term effectiveness of supervision was ultimately found to be related to the 
interpersonal nature of the supervisory relationship, Betcher and Zinberg (1988) point out 
feu iIm didactic approach, which provides "a clarifying template" or "cognitive scaffold­
ing" (p. 801) that supervisees can hold on to while learning proceeds, can also be so rigid
lhai It provides liitlc opportuniiy for supervisees to discuss or air Uicir own feelings. This 
can leave them feeling very alone with (heir personal responses to their patients.
Birk’s (1972) study also sheds some lighten ihis issue, She found that learned empathy 
was noi ctntingeni upon being supervised in the trainee's preferred mode and that 
mismatching of preferred and actual supervision did not deter learning of empathy, 
particularly In the early stages of supervision. Her findings also suggested that matching 
would not necessarily facilitate learning, Her study confirmed that of Payne and Gtal- 
inski's (1968) who favoured a more didactic approach to supervision - at least when 
focusing on the learning of empatliic responses. However, the learning of empaihlc 
responses, while important in therapy, is only an aspect ofit and, certainly from a. 
psychodynamic or psychoanalytic perspective, tills would not be regarded as sufficient 
skill with which to equip a tnunec to practise psychotherapy.
Having described the experience of supervision in the previous two cliapteis, a further 
aim of this study was to identify key aspects of supervision which are thought to contrib­
ute to its effectiveness as a psychotherapist-training process. And, on the whole, many 
issues which were identified from the data In the present study tied in with those which 
had emerged in the literature. For example, at least half the supervisees in the present 
study had valued the use of the countcrtransference. Supervisees had also mentioned the 
importance of having learnt to recognise and acknowledge the refiection process in 
supervision.
Although there Is some doubt amongst authors as to the wisdom of pointing out these 
processes to beginning trainees, Mattinson’s (1977) cogent arguments setting out the 
necessity and value of working with the countcrtransference und reflection processes 
from the outset, were confirmed hero. As these processes an: at the core of psychoana­
lytic and psychodynamic theory and practice, the findings in the present study dearly 
confirmed theoretical and practical approaches currently held within psychoanalytic 
moughu
Another key feature which emerged from the present study was the ccntrality of the 
relationship between supervisor and supervisee. The present study also took account of 
the fact that supervisees were for the most part supervised in small groups of three and 
occasionally in the larger group of nine, Witliin this comcxt supervisees had both posi­
tive and negative experiences and also had to contend with regressive feelings of envy 
and rivalry which are often rc-cvoked in this situation in relation both to supervisors and 
peers, This aspect of the training experience was examined briefly in terms of Kloinia.. 
theory which pioneered an understanding of the developmental role of envy and greed 
within psychoanalytic theory.
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'vc combined ;i Uicoreiicul umlarstiincllng will) 
llicirpracliwl expcricnvc of ; wiili supcivisctii. Compamlivcly link has, how­
ever, teen wiillen from the point of view oi lhc supervisee. Tlius the present roscarelt lias 
confirmed, clarified and provided in.-ir'il into this uspeci of the supervisory proecss.
2. VUACTICAi, RKLRVANCE OP TUB PRESENT STUDY
A number of issues with practical rclcvtincc to supervision emerged in this study. On an 
emotional level supervisees all mentioned the difficulties they had with feelings of 
incompetence, inadequacy and dependence. For this reason, muny felt they had not 
received sufficient support or cncoiirnycmcm from the supervisors. Thus It appeared Hint 
at some stages of tltolr development wiihin the first year of their mining, supervisees 
cxiKiicnced ver>' leyresslve, iiilanitle feelings whicii pul them In a ehild/pai-enl relalion- 
yhipio the su|wivisors who were simultaneously admired and envied for their impressive 
skills and coniputcncc.
.his phenomenon was discussed elsewhere,
■y training should be conducted with the aims of 
>r whether the supervision should Instead aim 
:cir-ieliam and independent. A further question 
cessarily mumally exclusive. If the second aim 
:n (he anger which some supervisees expressed 
at nol yetting wliat they needed or at fueling tnisundcrslotxl, may, on ihc one hand, be 
viewed as an adolescent response to having 10 separate, grow up and face problems 
personally. If this was the imcnUon behind supervisees 'lack' of support, then the at­
tempts to move away from fostering supervisees' dcpcndcncc feelings in the interests of 
making them self-relitmi and intlcpcndcni tecomc undersiandttble.
While the theoretical understanding of 
questions arise as to whether supervise 
reassuring and comforting supervisees or
towards enabling stipcn-isa 
arises as to whether these i\
Is seen ;ts the imemion ofst
Another argument dial might Iw put forward In favour of not “being there" for super­
visees In the way that parents are for ihclr young children, is that this may maintain 
supervisees in a regressive position and will not fosiei Hie development ol'ihcnccesx 
conlidenec and independence. However. In answer to the fiiM part of the question 
regarding su|>civisees' needs for holding and reassurance, the timing and approach 
rcqulml <«', Uk f>»n tW aupcnhmn dum nh ivi imwiSisinte sciwilivHy, On iV-- one ban 
sii|)ervisors need to know when to Iw there for supervisees and when to offer stippon 
skills; and on the oilier hand, they also need 10 know when to '‘lei go" and to tmsl tin 
innate abilities of supervisees though they (the supervisees) may still feel too unsure 
lake the initiative themselves.
Hearing In mind Casemenl's ic distinction lx
that need to be met, and wants, Casement (1985, pp. 132-3) adds that “there arc times 
when people cannot cope (and) the help being searched for is always for a person to be 
available to help with these difficult 'iclings.... In more human terms what is needed is a 
form of holding, such as a mother gives to her distressed child. There arc various ways in 
which one adult can offer to another this holding (or containment)."
Thus a situation where there Is plenty of room for error is further compounded by the 
differing (developmental) needs of supervisees at various times. So for example, some' 
supervisees may feel comfortable to work in the translkrcnce from an early stage in their 
supervision while others may take some time to reach that position. Supervisees first 
experiences with patients and the supervision around tliis arc crucial for their later 
development as therapists. Torre and Applcbaum (In Cohen & DcBciz 1977) insist that 
supervisors need to be responsive to the needs of supervisees who arc put under pressure 
from their milieu as well as themselves to act as if they already arc what they are still 
learning to be.
While there is no getting away from the difficulties inherent in the training situation, a 
delicate balance needs to be struck between what traditional learning theorists usually 
point to as the distinction between ordinary anxiety which is necessary to spur learning, 
and overwhelming anxiety, which hampers learning. Thus, what emerges more and more 
clearly from this study Is the need for a balance that must constandy be worked towards 
both by supervisors and supervisees in their quest to understand each other and work 
together for the benefit of both of the supervisees and their patients.
The question also arises as to whether, as they progress and gain in confidence, super­
visees will move out of the envious parcnt-child relationship they have with their super­
visors. It is possible that, as they attain the status and recognition of therapists in their 
own right, supervisees will move into more of a peer-type relationship with supervisors. 
However, whether attaining professional status of their own alters deep-seated unresolved 
infimtile envy In supervisees is debatable. Certainly wilhin a Kleinian framework the 
attainment of prolcssional status would not significantly alter such profound psychologi­
cal characteristics. Supervisees would need to work through these Issues In their own 
therapy. Thus tire resolution of the envy seen in tills study would depend very greatly on 
the origins of that envy in each individual supervisee, just as envy might arise between a 
well-known, successful patient and his therapist, so too envy may persist between 
supervisees and supervisors.
Data from the present study also pointed to the confusion and misunderstandings that 
could arise from a mistaken adherence to tite dldnctic/cxpcricntial dichotomy which is 
cither explicit or implicit In a great deal of the literature. Supervisees at the beginning of 
titeir training patently need pragmatic, manageable direction which ii.Tps them build
skills and have something most with which so work. As they begin to bolld their own 
styles, supervisees retain, alter, refine and drop some of these basic techniques in favour 
of those with which they arc more comfortable. Having the pragmatic skills docs not, 
however, in any way exclude the use of the more subtle emotional processes of counter- 
transference and reflection.
It is thus important to emphasise that the emotional characteristics mentioned in this 
section arc not seen as separate from the practical aspects of the supervisory process. For 
what emerged most clearly from the results of this study was the fact that experiential 
and didactic aspects of supervision are inextricably interconnected, especially with 
reference to their emotional implications for supervisees. For instance, a number of 
supervisees found a clear theoretical approach very containing and structuring. Other 
features which supervisees found structuring and containing in supervision were role- 
plays, modeling, theoretical input, and bring taught practical skills like psychodiagnos­
tics and clinical assessment. Most also had positive experiences in the group situation 
which they said had broadened their exposure to different patients and different ways of 
working therapeutically.
Having met the aims of the present study, viz., to identify and describe key features of 
supervision, and having contrasted these findings with those in the literature, recommen­
dations will now be made in terms of the findings of this research.
3. RECOMMENDATIONS
The recommendations here have been divided into those which should be borne in mind 
generally, and those which are regarded as specifically applicable to conditions in the 
School ofPsychology at the University of the Witwatcrsrano,
A, The researcher believes the following reasons demonstrate why it is essential for 
supervisees to be in their own therapy:
i) Supervisees arc subjected to regressive feelings re-evoked by the inequality of the 
relationship between themselves and their supervisors,
ii) The group situation also rekindles Ocdipal feelings of envy and rivaliy,
iii) At the beginning of their training, supervisees are plagued by doubts and feel­
ings of inadequacy which can be quite overwhelming and which may also lead to 
strong depressive reactions.
iv) Supervisees also have to deal with the feelings which therapeutic work raises for 
them. Although they may idv.itify transference and coumertransfcrcncc feelings in 
supervision, these need to be worked through in a safe environment uncomplicated 
by the evaluation process that is also part of supervision.
v) Supervisees may struggle with a supervisory approach which sacrifices a degree 
ofsupponivcncss in favour of fostering independence and professionalism. With no 
mentoring, this situation can be extremely difficult for supervisees who may feel 
very vulnerable. Having the holding and the ability to work through the persecutory 
anxieties in therapy is thus perceived as essential if supervisees arc not to be set 
back in their development as therapists.
For all these reasons iris also suggested that supervisees be offered the option of partici­
pating in a group structured by an outside therapist (i.e. not staff or supervisor on the 
training programme) with the aim of helping them to sltare and ventilate their feelings 
during the training, hi sharing their common problems and fears, supervisees may be able 
to offer one another much support and understanding. This is an option which has 
already been exercised with some success In the University of the Witwatcrsrand's M.A. 
Clin. Psych, Programme.
B. It Is recommended that supervisors continue to point out the countcrtransfcrence and 
refiection processes as specifically as possible. The timing of this has been debated both 
in the Literature Review and Discussion chapters, and Maitinson's {1977) approach - that 
these processes form part of supervision from the beginning • has been favoured on the 
basis of findings in the present study. However, supervisors are always to use their 
discretion in assessing the ability of supervisees to work at tltis level in supervision.
C. Supervisees should experiment with the issue of continuity. In the present study those 
supervisees who consistently took one patient to a particular supervisor over time felt 
thar they had avoided the confusions inherent in switching continually from one supervi­
sor to another. They fell that this had enabled them to follow the therapy with that patient 
in a more coherent way. Other supervisors were used occasionally to provide a second 
opinion, as it were. Keeping the continuity of one supervisor for one patient does, to 
some extent, also obviate and confine the problem of the constancy of supervisors' 
theoretical approaches
D. The importance of a consistent theoretical approach should be pointed out to supervi­
sors who may nevertheless decide that they prefer to provide supervisees with as diver­
gent a range of views and skills as possible. In this ease, spelling out the distinction 
between formulating a psychodynamic understanding of a situation and employing 
different therapeutic skills to tackle that problem, should be emphasised.
E. Supervisors may need to be reminded of the enormous emotional value pragmatic 
input has for supervisees, particularly at the beginning of their training.
P. The question of feedback has a bearing on the way in which supervisors conceptualise
tiic aims and objectives of supervision. This is linked to the question of how much 
encouragement supervisors may wish to give supervisees, and their feelings about how to 
avoid fostering further supervisee dependence. Thus feedback, being a complex issue, is 
one on which it is impossible to give a clear recommendation. What is suggested how­
ever, is that supervisors should continually examine the issue and that they may find it 
useful, not only to give encouragement and feedback to supervisees, but also to receive it 
from them. Opening communication in this way may foster a more satisfactory situation.
One practical solution to the question of feedback is to provide it on a regular basis to 
supervisees. For instance, three individual feedback sessions may be scheduled for the 
year, These might consist of a brief meeting between individual supervisors and super­
visees during which they may discuss both the supervisees' strengths and weaknesses. 
Such meetings might also provide the opportunity for supervisors and supervisees to 
assess their ongoing development and to (brmulate new strategies and understanding with 
regard to problems that may have arisen.
While the above issues applied to supervision generally, the following two recommenda­
tions have a specific bearing on the Clinical Psychology Masters programme at the 
University of the Witwotemrand.
G. Two supervisees in this study fell titcy had suffered because they had received inade­
quate training in diagnostic skills. The researcher believes that supervisors are aware of 
this shortcoming during that year, and points it out here for the record.
H. The researcher believes that the issues raised by one of the black supervisees arc very 
important and could have formed the subject of a very interesting, separate study. While 
the supervisee in question spoke specifically of the racial aspect of the supervision, the 
other black supervisees also mentioned problems which may have arisen out of the 
inferior educations they had been subjected to before joining the Masters pogramme. 
There is no denying the complexity of the issues which have been raised. The researcher, 
rather than make specific recommendations, believes that these are ongoing issues and 
debates that supervisors and staff need to address continually and which she believes they 
arc involved in. Extending the debates and explorations to discussions with affected 
students (and indeed the entire class of supervisees) might lead to some very rich and 
infotmativc exchanges in the future.
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Oik sutijccl who had asked 10 read Lhis roscuieh rcpon, offered Hk  following verbal 
I'ecdbuck:
"Reading ilie rcimn was vci’y good for me. Il finished off the working through process 
lliai iht- interview had given. Ii noimalised my cxpcncnec.
Wlui really suvck me wlicn I rcwi Uw quotes was llv; Caw that iftc people wcrax’i Ux any 
way recognisable. And excepi I'orihe one panictilar qxiote that I know I said, I absolutely 
Uidn'i know whcUxer I'd said any of the other quotes or who else might have said them.
I was also interested to sec how well ihc literature tied in with so much ol our experience 
as a group. The feelings of inadequacy and the dependency issues were a big thing, and 
there was a lot in the literal tire about lliai. I agree that it is important not 10 encourage 
regression in the supervision context, but It's equally important to acknowledge what is 
going on bccausc we all bccamc dependent to a certain extent and were disappointed by 
caretaker;, who didn't meet these expectations.
You know I think all the dependency stuff that jicoplc spoke about, and their inadequacy 
and everything, it doesn't mean that we were hypersensitive or off-beam for feeling 
critical, and criticised or persecuted. I think ii means that beyond our own inlrapsychic 
stuff, they (the supervisors) were missing something too.
Your point that we should till be in therapy is absolutely crucial. To some extent it's 
putting the responsibility outside the department, and they must be responsible to a 
certain extent for what happens in their course, but ultimately you arc responsible for 
yourself.
Actually. I almost felt it was a.shamc tlml you had missed out and that nobody had 
inicmcv.ul you on how supervision was for you 'cause it was hell of a valuable. Be­
cause ultimately, we're not just talking about an academic course of the sort that you can 
do anyplace at any kind of university in the world. VVe'rc dealing with a course that looks 
at the psyche and yourself as a tool mid therefore it's so important that wc continue to 
analyse aspects of that course and especially supervision. So the particular nature of the 
course -  <kcs this kind of close examination and analysis rcttlly essential."
INSTRUCTIONS
Tlic interviews you arc about to bear were conducted at ibe end of 1987. They consist of 
responses to specific questions which were addressed to each interviewee/supervisee.
The opening question in each case was:
"I am going to ask you a question about your experience of supervision during 
(he first half of this year (1987). Can you describe in as much detail as possible 
an insuincc, or Instances, in supervision which you found particularly useful?’'
Supervisees were next asked:
"Are there any other comments you would like to make about your experience 
of supervision?"
And, at the end of the interview, subjects were asked to comment on their experience of 
the inten'iew and of answering the questions.
I would like you to lisicn to the audiotapes of the interviews bearing the above questions 
in mind. 1 would also like you to listen very keenly for particular themes that emerge 
from the supervisees' comments. Although a grid of suggested themes has been pro­
vided, I would like you to remain as open as you can to any other possible themes that 
may have emerged in the interviews.
As you will see, the grid lists the four supervisees who are identified by number, as well 
as the identified themes. When you hear material from the interviews which you believe 
fits one of the available categories, please indicate this by placing a tick in the- appropri­
ate column.
If, while listening to the material, you identify a theme which does not already appear on 
the grid, please list it under the column marked 'OTHER THEMES', together with a 
brief definition ol what you mean.
In summaiy,! would like you to listen for essential values of the supervisees’ experi­
ences of supervision. Any criticisms or difficulties should be filled in under the column 
headed 'PROBLEMS EXPERIENCED £N SUPERVISION’.
Thank you for your co-operation aiid your time.
Lauren Gower.
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APPENDIX C
"In the same way Him wo were commiucd I think the supervisors were as well. There was 
no messing around. Tliey were in fad trying iheirbest lo bo good parents and it was 
taken very seriously."
"Supervision Is more like a support system that supports you and gives you courage."
"Supervision wns very scary for me. I thought the supervisors would say, 'You didn’t 
hear that the client said this and this,' and that they would go and discuss me, Sometimes 
I would have a session with my clicnt and no< present it, or I would present 10 X  because 
she was more supportive‘Jian the others. I fcltsu[Krvision was very intrusive. If 1 felt my 
session wasn't therapeutic, and that I'd failed, then I felt the tape wasn't worth presenting 
and then I felt forced to present against my will."
•'In the beginning I felt like I was in a mess, I couldn't be a good therapist, but some­
where they managed to strengthen something so that I didn’t feel as incompetent and as 
hopeless as I felt at the beginning. Positives were few and far between, in terms of 
confirmations of my own strengths, but I think I held onto them,"
“Whai was positive was even when I felt that I did the absolute worst things you could 
do in therapy, and I would go there and tell the supervisor, ‘This is what I've done and 1 
really feel like I've mucked up things,' and she like, would sit tliere and help me and tell 
me (hat there were positive ihinss although them were things that 1 did wrong. It wasn’t 
like a total mess, it just didn't make me feel a failure."
"1 needed to be reassured about supervision and the aims. Is it an educational procedure 
or a criticism? It would have been very useful for me it they had reassured me that I 
could start without a baseline and if  they hod said 'We arc not just going to criticise you, 
we arc going to look at what you are actually doing and try to correct you as you go 
along." Again, if they correct everything, you feel as if you did wrong all the time."
"Important in supervision is a little bit of positive feedback and I felt I could have done 
with a little bit of that in the beginning. I’ve had it more in the middle and the second
liWCol'llic year but 1 could have done with somebody saying, 'Well you're nauallyok,'
;i( die hegimitoy 'cause you're feeling you're uiially Inadequate and you're doing cvcvy- 
ihiny wrong."
“Anjii/ici'iisolirt thing dial wc iiomwlly ito Is the role pluys becitusc they give me the 
direction nnd I think its more like you get the feet of it although it’s not idling you whai 
you're going «> do bui ii‘s more or less idling you what you tiro going to do In the 
session. Then you go ton session reeling stronger. Ai letist it helped me und it even gave 
ntc n tvchnn. Owl iM m ig lt you 're mil joins to do exactly the same thing, but ;il Icitsi it 
helped me 10 guide and ii even gave me a Feeling, that Its ok to go with a ccnaln line of 
ipiesiioitii^ orivlla'img ivilic clicnl bucausc I'd aetually prtwtisod Unit In suixirvislon.1'
“li wits useful iXGtusc ollen you need words • like she would say, ‘This is the kind or 
f/iirig i w  ccuikl say.' mnli)vn really helped And the simplicity ofhow you can say 
tilings • that's very useful and I think we need to be taught that. It's also absolutely vlml 
to kwuv something ;tlx)ui whm's jiolny on in Hie client. Supctvislon helped with that. 
Giving you cues to pick up on • This is what s/he said, now whai were they meaning?' 
Almost iCHditoi! you Ihmv to look al what lltcy give you."
"X said. 'Perhaps it will he very useful just to point ii (the client's mit-of-ioticlineKS) out,' 
mtcvcmimlly gcimg lie; to realise Jmsi wlmt she was doing, So you know you tended to 
do It once and then ihlnk, 'Oh, well. I've done It.' And the useful thing was that she 
pointed it out every lime 1 ptvsemed a session, und It rally had a dramatic el'fecl. It was 
nice because il was something clcai1 and not tcchnk|uc-y, bui it was a clear thing for me
‘'Supervision also provided inpui dynamically, With my one client wc looked at when the 
trauma h.ul ticcvreal ;i»tl wImi was happening. Jusi from that we revised it was an 
Otxllpnl issue and that I could expect u mother mmsfcrcncc to hapixn."
"I li'll i!mt« lot of ilie time I was floitndering and feeling insecure In vital I was doing. 1 
also felt that a lot of the lime I was suppressing my intuition, and was wa.ning to do 
llthips pcihups iw  iltetJrvliolly. Then I'd I'eel had I gone with my imitiiion it would have 
heen better. Wltcn they mcmioiial theory, it made me aware of being lucking in lltai. In 
that m y  .nipaviwr* wereyuldcs on a journey, very much as I view my own therapy. For 
me supervisors me kind of in the snmc category. At limes they were guides emotionally,
tlicro was mat support, hit mainly a theoretical kind of holding. They gave guidance.
Mai tin's triangles was also an interesting exercise, unfortunately that only happened later 
In year, but I think we should've had it from the beginning."
"Just having to think about the past session, reflecting on it and working hard on that 
material with someone else helped a lot, At the beginning 1 did lean very heavily on what 
the supervisor was saying. I think that created some barriers for mo and the client and 
only as tire supervision progressed was I actually able to move away from that. X‘s 
feedback on tire transcript helped because I hadn’t used a supervision on that session."
"i had a problem with having to treat a client who wasn’t a psychodynamic client. The 
first part of my year was actually quite frustrating especially with my one client where I 
felt 1 should have been doing psychodynamic work with her and she just wasn't a psy­
chodynamic kind of client but 1 think that, if 1 look back on that now probably it was my 
own insecurity that came in there but 1 felt that 1 was being rapped over the knuckles all 
the time for not doing the right thing. So, at times I fell X wasn’t there, wasn't hearing 
what 1 was saying. She wasn't engaged, and that was frustrating."
"The client-intake form was useful In showing me that the transference feelings were 
operating from that very first phone call, and I guess I hadn't thought about that. 1 think 
the life-history questionnaire, yes it could have been important but the supervision didn't 
build on it at all so I still don't quite know the relevance of that, apart from having 
something to put in a personal file."
"In retrospect, although it might have been easier if they had taught a specific technique 
and given specific guidelines. I think their approach actually allowed one to develop 
oneself and to grow. H might not be the best way for the client but It doesn’t feel as 
though It’s someone else in the session now,"
"It's hard to pinpoint what I've learnt bull actually feel it in my own sessions, ft also 
comes with self-confidence 1 suppose. Whether it’s a result of supervision or personal 
growth, ’cause I just think I’ve grown a lot in terms of my own therapy, my own when: 
I’m at. Quite a lot more of myself, quite a lot of allowing my own intuition to be ex­
pressed."
" X somehow made supervision a safe place, I’m not quite sure how she made that 
happen but she provided a control and then it was easier to actually understand what was
happening in the therapy, maybe it was her Kleinian beliefs and ideas, but It fell safe and 
I think {wotted hardest in te r  supervision. She seemed to have a clear foundation on 
which to build and dial helped me. It was more a structure that she offered and that 
structure was a containment for me. The supervision definitely felt structured, there was a 
beginning, a middle, and an end, and I felt contained."
"X from very, very early looked at transference and coumeitransferencc and the roles that 
Urey were playing in mirroring aird actually pointing it out to me and pointing out to me 
how the patient was seeing me. That was very meaningful, and it was from day one."
"I worked much harder for her X. Site actually showed me the ccuntc(transference. Site 
was very demanding and also very respectful. She didn’t patronise and she expected you 
to take what she was giving."
"X put the focus on you, and it meant I had to take a position from my own values. I 
hadn't thought about dun before and It gave me a lot of freedom to be more me in the 
session rather than a non-judgcmcntaf, totally accepting kind of person. It actually gave 
me a kind 011 recdom to say what I thought about what the patient was doing and how I 
thought It might Impact on his life,"
"They didn't deal with too many of our personal issue1:. Ours was diluted by the fact that 
we have group supervision. One's own coumcrtransfcrencc feelings weren't dealt with, 
For me it was useful that they didn't deal with this, and that it was kept at a professional 
level and that you were sent to your therapist to son It out That's why making therapy a 
prerequisite makes so much sense. But if you weren’t in therapy then I think that's an 
area dial has to be handled in supervision. Obviously a lot of my own stuff was being re­
enacted in Utc supervision, as well as It being a personal revealing of oneself but we 
weren’t encouraged to deal with any of those feelings in the supervision. 1 felt ok about 
that, 'cause 1 don't think 1 was ready in any way."
"I think supervision sometimes f . '1 more like a therapy session to me. It helps you to 
deal with your own anxiety. J found myself being very anxious in sessions and when that 
was reflected to me 1 found 1 could work on that. So when I went back I tried not to be as 
defended as i used to be, X reflected sr. . thing to you that you could use yourself. Yes, 
that's why 1 soy it sometimes becomes like a therapy session, It was useful because when 
1 listened to the tape I could hear I was actually doing that and I fell f had to work on
T"If you go to X and she says, 'You could have said this,'then you goto Y and she says, 
'Thai was good,' In the end you land up being confused. But its a problem, because I 
think you need al! these different approaches,"
"K's useful to present a client to a single person, the same person over a veiy intense 
period and although it’sm'cc to get input all round, il's belter if somebody follows me 
progress. So, although you can liliin and say this is what happened, or that's what 
happened, it seems to be on a descriptive level. But when they've followed quite a few 
sessions I think they gel a much bcuer sense of what’s going on, When 1 went to a 
supervisor who I hadn't been to for a long time, I found it missed the mark completely. 
Now 1 know, so! wouldn't do that again."
“SpHlting supervision amongst the three was horrific, it was like having three therapists. 
You would take a supervision from one supervisor, try it out, and then take that to 
another supervisor,! was very ccnfuscd and uncomfortable with the three different 
supervisors. The input from all three was quite different, and although I was trying to 
extract something that I could integrate and use from it, I wasn't actually able to do thaL 
So [ was picking up from all three, different aspects o f (he client, andbf myself in (he 
therapy. 1 was unsure of myself and of what was expected and didn’t focus on the client's 
needs as much as I was able iu au in the second half of the year."
"The lack of continuity meant I didn’t know where things were going. No process with a 
beginning and an end. li made me lose hope and want to give up sometimes. Listening to 
onJy ten minutes of a tape is a problem, and you’re left wondering about the process of 
the entire session."
"There was more continuity with X Mid X, although initially! found them quite rigid, 
and was frustrated. In retrospect, it was actually easier and provided a continuation-1 
found the jumping around from one perspective to another very confusing. The more 
experienced supervisors had more consistent perspectives which sometimes seemed rigid, 
but it was definitely moie consistent."
"There was a time when I had to see one of my client's twice in a row without having 
supervision. 1 feel that should be looked al and they should try to be strict about the 
hours limy provide, more especially during tiie first half of the year when adequate 
supervision Is very important. It was also important to keep the same supervisors for the 
whole year. 1 know It wasn't her fault when X left, but it was hard to accept that. It was
also hard to get used to someone else after her - maybe it was my (fcpertdencc and 
attachment, but it was not easy just to make that shift."
"In the group I learned a lot of different things at the same lime. If we had spoken more 
in the large group (the whole class) I mighi have realised that others were also feeling the. 
same as me. I was needing to hear from others how they felt I know I felt inferior and 
inadequate,"
"Using the whole large group broadened my perspectives, ft was good to work in groups 
because we actually got to know the other clients. The group I was in the three of us all 
had very different clients. You couldn't count the similarities between them - each had a 
different presenting problem and that was very interesting because it made going 10 
supervision quite interesting... you almost took on the client of the therapist by watching 
each session. It fell like that because you had followed session by session. So you had 
your client and their client."
"It provides input and filling in for the supervisor who hasn't seen the previous session, 
they often chip in with important things that you've left out. They might give me some­
thing about my client."
"It was the sharing. It didn't fee! quite as intense as therapy in terms of the transference 
feelings towards supervisors. At the beginning it did, but they became diluted. We 
worked together in supporting one another and to offer insight that would benefit the
"I feel supervisors should concentrate too on what it does when someone is being told all 
the negative things. I felt concerned for someone in my group because it felt that this was 
happening to her, and especially because it was happening in front of the group. J think if 
the supervisors are picking something up they should rather call you aside and speak to 
you alone, because when that happened f just thought, 'How would I fcel?"’
"1 had a problem with the division of the class into racial groupings. It would have been 
better if people were divided according to their particular way of viewing problems or 
something like that. The object was to be a therapist, not a black therapist The arrange­
ment excluded cross-cultural exchanges. The criterion for offering us a different supervi­
sor shouldn't have been based on race or specifically on "our" issues. The black supervi­
sor should htve seen the other groups too. For me the issue is how much did this comrib-
ule 10 any exchange of ideas in the class? As far a$ I can see it had no use for the class at 
all. The spccial Issues X was there to help us with didn't occur very frequently. I think he 
should have been generally available and maybe been consulted specially if we felt we 
had a problem that was specifically a "blade" problem. I think I’d like lo tocommcnd Dial 
the arrangement wilh the black supervisor be there still, but that 
tiicy extend their thinking. I understand that sometimes one might have 10 tiiink "ra­
cially" but that should be the exception rather than the rule."
"My ideal supervision would be to follow one client with one supervisor. It would give 
me structure and contain and I could learn a hell of a lot about the process of an overall 
therapy. Having had so many supervisors actually felt quite fragmented and although 1 
learnt, as well as in the group, 1 think I would like that one continuous experience. I'd 
like an individual session, with one supervisor, and one client, over time. Then having 
the supervisor more in the role of therapist for one's self so that one's own countertrans- 
ference is dealt with on a deeper level and then to work out what actually belongs with 
you and what is the patient’s projections, because I'm still not sure. That would involve 
more risk-taking so i'd rea'ly have to choose my supervisor with great care. Also that 
was a tiling at Wits, having no option, no choice of supervisors. I didn't mist them 
immediately and I actually had to establish a relationship with them. It took time.”
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